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Stanford’s Greg Meehan is 
George Haines ASCA Coach 
of the Year for 2018! 
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Greg Meehan enters his 
seventh season as the 
Paul A. Violich Director 
of Women’s Swimming at 
Stanford in 2018-19.
The three-time NCAA 
Swimming Coach of the 
Year has led Stanford to 
back-to-back national 
championships in 2017 
and 2018.

In his six seasons on 
The Farm, Meehan has 
mentored four Pac-12 
Swimmers of the Year and 
four Pac-12 Newcomers of 
the Year, and has won four 

Pac-12 Coach of the Year awards. He has coached 29 different 
Cardinal swimmers to a combined 232 All-America honors, which 
includes 16 national championship relays and 23 individual 
national championships. 

Under Meehan, Stanford has also won three Pac-12 Champion-
ships (2013, 2017, 2018), and has not finished lower than second 
at the conference meet. The Cardinal also finished as the national 
runner-up at the NCAA Championships in 2014 and 2016, and 
placed third in 2015.

Meehan has led Stanford to a 47-4 dual meet record, including 
four undefeated regular seasons.
In the summer prior to Stanford’s 2017 national championship 
season, Meehan mentored three Olympians and one Paralympian, 
and served as an assistant coach for Team USA at the 2016 
Summer Olympic Games in Rio de Janiero, Brazil. Meehan 
worked extensively with Lia Neal, Simone Manuel and Maya 
DiRado, who combined to win nine medals (four gold). In addi-
tion, Stanford freshman Brickelle Bro qualified for the Paralympic 
Games in four events.

Most recently, in 2018, Stanford’s national championship team led 
the nation with 16 academic All-Americans. In the pool, Stanford’s 
13 event victories at the NCAA Championships tied the all-time 
record as the Cardinal became just the third school to sweep all 
five relay events. Stanford set five American records en route to the 
third-largest margin of victory in NCAA meet history.
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Rod Hansen receives the 
Fitter and Faster ASCA Age Group 
Coach of the Year Award 
from Chloe Sutton, 
VP of Fitter and Faster 
while CEO of Fitter and Faster
Dave Arluck looks on.

Congratulations to
Rod Hansen 

Fitter and Faster 
ASCA Age Group Coach of the Year
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Back Row Left to Right

Dave Arluck, CEO of Fitter and Faster • Tom Himes, North Baltimore Aquatic Club
Rod Hansen, Irvine Novaquatics • Kyle Bubolz, Chicago Wolfpack Aquatic Club

Daniel McCord, Nitro Swimming

Front Row, Left to Right

Liv Weaver, Quicksilver Swimming • Andi Kawamoto-Klatt, Irvine Novaquatics
Megan Oesting, Eastern Iowa Swim Federation • Chloe Sutton, VP of Fitter and Faster

TOP 10 FINALIST FOR 
ASCA AGE GROUP COACH OF THE YEAR

Kyle Bubolz  Chicago Wolfpack Aquatic Club

Tommy Cunningham  Seattle Metropolitan Aquatic Club

Rod Hansen  Irvine Novaquatics

Tom Himes  North Baltimore Aquatic Club

Andi Kawamoto-Klatt  Irvine Novaquatics

Daniel McCord  Nitro Swimming

Robert Norman  TAC Titans

Ginny Nussbaum  Long Island Aquatic Club

Megan Oesting  Eastern Iowa Swim Federation

Liv Weaver  Quicksilver Swimming
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As the boy, Zayne Cowie, climbed up the pile of tires, he passed an old 
car seat, a painted canvas. When he reached the highest tire, he ducked 
between two planks and kept going. As his mother watched in silence, 
he pulled himself onto the top of the column. He crouched and waved. 
Then he shouted.
“How am I going to get down?”
This was not just any scrap heap awaiting a garbage truck or a bonfire, 
but the raw materials for Play:ground, an adventure playground open-
ing this weekend on a long strip of lawn behind Building 12, a stately 
brick structure that once served as officers’ quarters for the Army.
Unlike conventional playgrounds, adventure playgrounds, which date 
to the 1940s, require only scavenged junk, some adults to look on and 
a fence — as much to keep parents out as to keep materials in. The 
children do the rest.
The plan is to allow children to strew the stuff across 15,000 square feet 

this summer, building little worlds — and destroying them — at will.
Children will get to use more than their imaginations. They will get 
nails, hammers, screwdrivers, hand drills, saws and clamps.
For children, at least, the element of danger is part of the draw.
“There’s a difference between risk and hazard,” said Eve Mosher, Zayne’s 
mother and one of eight organizers behind Play:ground. Despite how 
dangerous the site may appear, organizers are careful to remove poten-
tial hazards — sharp edges, rusty nails, splintered wood.
 Unlike a conventional playground, the adventure playground on Gov-
ernors Island requires only scavenged junk and a fence. Play:ground, 
for children 6 and older, opens on Saturday and will be open weekends 
until late September. Credit Fred R. Conrad for The New York Times
There will also be supervision. Trained “playworkers” will act as life-
guards of a sort, watching closely but stepping in only when necessary 
or when asked. There will be one such worker for every 10 children.

Adventures For Young In 
Moundsof Scrap
by Annie Correal

On a recent sunny afternoon, a 6-year-old boy picked his way 
through a scrap heap on Governors Island.
It contained old doors, shredded lawn chairs, a decrepit exercise 
bike and a bundle of metal crutches. At the center were a pile 
of tires and a few dozen planks, balanced precariously against a 
spiral column, like pickup sticks.

Unlike a conventional 
playground, the 
adventure playground on 
Governors Island requires 
only scavenged junk and 
a fence. Play:ground, for 
children 6 and older, 
opens on Saturday and 
will be open weekends 
until late September.

Credit Fred R. Conrad for 
The New York Times
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Play:ground, for children 6 and older, will be open weekends until 
ferry service to the island ends, in late September. It will also include 
a separate family play area for children 3 and up, with pots, pans and 
milk crates, and the opportunity to dig in the mud. Parents must sign a 
waiver for children to enter.
During the week, it will become a summer camp, which will help cover 
operating costs for the season, estimated at roughly $50,000; most of 
that will go toward staffing, organizers said. (They’re still hiring.)
The idea for Play:ground emerged two years ago, when Ms. Mosher, an 
artist, was chatting with an 
old friend, Alexander Khost, 
an educator and web devel-
oper, at a birthday party for 
one of Mr. Khost’s sons. They 
discovered that they shared 
an unusual dream: to build 
an adventure playground in 
the city.

Before long, they were joined 
by like-minded collabora-
tors, including an acrobat at 
the Muse, a circus school in 
the Bushwick neighborhood 
of Brooklyn. “My rule is,” 
Ms. Mosher said, “if you’re 
ever going to do a project, 
you have to have a circus 
strongman.”
The first of the adventure 
playgrounds appeared in 
Denmark during World War 
II. They sprouted up next 
in England, where children 
had started playing on bomb 
sites.
In the United States, the 
spaces proliferated later. 
Several playgrounds built 
in the 1960s in Manhattan, 
including popular spaces in 
Central Park, incorporated 
adventure play ideas.
But the city’s true adventure playgrounds for the public appeared in 
the early 1970s, when Mayor John V. Lindsay offered a few vacant lots 
for experimentation, according to Reilly Wilson, who is pursuing her 
doctorate in environmental psychology at the City University of New 
York and serves as the chairwoman of Play:ground’s board. They didn’t 
last long.

Why an adventure playground now? “From the moment they wake up 
to the moment they go to sleep,” Mr. Khost said, “kids aren’t given a 
space or a time to choose how they’re going to use it without an adult 
coming and telling them, ‘That isn’t safe,’ or ‘You’re wasting your time.’”
“We’ve lost touch with the value of being able to wander and roam, and 
the freedom to create, to tinker, to fail,” he added.
The results can be surprising. At the group’s pop-up event on 
Governors Island last summer, which was effectively the trial run for 

the playground, several children were building a structure. “They said 
it was a wastewater treatment plant,” Ms. Wilson said. “They had very 
specific ideas about how it was going to interact with other houses 
people were building,” she added.
Before Governors Island, the group offered several pop-ups, including 
in Fort Greene Park, in Prospect Park and at the Brooklyn Children’s 
Museum. They rented a truck and gathered materials from the curb 
at night.

The pop-ups were a hit.
At the museum, Courtney 
Rattenbury, an assistant 
principal at a public school, 
watched as her 7-year-
old son, Charlie, made an 
X-Wing Starfighter from 
cardboard and duct tape. 
“He made it completely by 
himself and played in it for 
three hours,” she said.
ROGER A. HART, an expert 
in children’s play and a 
professor of environmen-
tal psychology at the City 
University of New York 
Graduate Center, said that 
the current enthusiasm 
for adventure play in New 
York may reflect a “nagging 
doubt” about children’s over-
scheduled lives. “There has 
been a loss of child-initiated 
activity,” he said.
As it turns out, children take 
to these spaces naturally; it’s 
the parents who need to be 
trained. “At first, it can be 
hard to step back,” 
Ms. Rattenbury said. 
“They’ll rope it off and say, 
‘Parents, stay behind the 
tape.’”

“If we want our kids to be curious, motivated, resilient, brave,” Morgan 
Leichter-Saxby, the summer camp’s director, said, “we need to give 
them opportunities to do that.”

On adventure playgrounds, children learn to assess risk on their own, 
added Ms. Leichter-Saxby, who trains playworkers around the world 
through her nonprofit, Pop-Up Adventure Play. And, she noted, ac-
cording to one recent study, an adventure playground in Houston had a 
lower injury rate than a nearby traditional playground.
“They’re places where children are totally focused,” she said. 
The Governors Island iteration will be less elaborate than many adven-
ture playgrounds — no trees or tall structures, no playing with fire. But 
even the organizers admit to feeling a little trepidation, especially when 
it comes to letting their own children experiment with tools and scrap.
“The best thing for me is to step back and look away,” Mr. Khost said.

Zayne Cowie, 6, climbing on Play:ground, an adventure playground 
on Governors Island.

Credit Fred R. Conrad for The New York Times
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The Education Road to  
Levels 3, 4, & 5  

 
 
 
First, if you are already certified at Levels 3-4-5 via your Athlete Achievement, Education and Experience, 
nothing changes. No need to do anything!  
 
As of February 1st 2018, ASCA now recognizes Education as its own Category!   
 
The three legs of the certification stool have always been EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, and ACHIEVEMENT. On 
the new certificate, if you have coached an athlete with the required Achievement, it will be shown as the 
word Performance added to the normal “Level 4 – USA-Swimming.”  *If you gain a Performance Level 3-4-5 
certification, you will receive the traditional ASCA blue and gold certificate.  
 
If you do not yet have an athlete at the required Achievement Level, you can still have access to Levels 3-4-5. 
They will be termed: “Level 3 Education – USA-Swimming" (or whichever level you earn in whatever category 
you primarily coach.)  *If you gain Education Level 3-4-5 certification, you will receive the new ASCA red and 
gold certificate.   
 

Requirements for Level 3 Education Category: 
Completion of all Five Required Education Courses and 3 Continuing Education Courses of the available list.  
 

Requirements for Level 4 Education Category: 
Completion of all Five Required Education Courses and 4 Continuing Education Courses of the available list.  
 

Requirements for Level 5 Education Category: 
Completion of all Five Required Education Courses and 5 Continuing Education Courses of the available list.  
 
So, no need to wait for an athlete achievement for access to our upper three Certification Levels. You can 
access them NOW through meeting the above requirements. This recognizes that you are highly educated 
coach and should be rewarded as such.  
 
In this way, while you are still working on your athlete achievement levels, you can be recognized for your 
commitment to your profession through your education. Education is one of the tools on the way to being 
recognized as a Great Swimming Coach! (Think of it as the brain surgeon who hasn’t done any operations yet, 
but has completed the highest level of study required to begin doing so.)  
 
Remember there is *NO change to the current 32 year system of Achievement-Based Levels 3-4-5.   This is an 
opportunity for many more coaches to be recognized.  
 

 *Important information to know. 
 

 

Version 3.2018 



This is a new award to honor Coach Bob Gillett who passed away in Feb-
ruary, 2017. This is Kathy Gillett, Bob’s wife, who will present the award 
to the winner. The award is presented for the most innovative product of 
the World Clinic.
Coach Bob Gillett was way ahead of his time, extremely innovative and 
creative. Many of Bob’s ideas are still in use today.
If you knew Bob, you’d know he was a deep thinker, always finding a new, 
practical way to swim faster. And the amazing thing about him was, he 
was always willing to share his expertise and knowledge with any coach 
that was interested in getting their swimmers faster. He was unquestion-
ably in coaching for the athletes. Just a few of Bob’s genius ideas over the 
years include the following. 
•In 1965 he built a mechanical “wheel calculator” to show swimmers 
the relationship between stroke rate and distance per stroke. Bob also 
developed a timing program, data collection, and data base system called 
CAREPAK, “Computer Assisted Race Evaluation Package.” 

He also bought one of the first computer main frames that took up his 
whole living room. A side benefit was that his son is now one of the heads 
of Artificial Intelligence for Microsoft.

 • Bob and Kathy, worked on making the Arizona Sports Ranch a 
  reality through some lean years in the 1970’s. In 1982, the Ranch 
  became functional including a 50-meter pool, a 25 yard pool and 
  an 8000 square foot Ranch House, with suite type dorm units. For 
  over 20 years the Arizona Sports Ranch was host to twelve weeks of 
  Summer Sports Day Camp and Bob’s year-round AFOX team. 
  It is estimated that over 15,000 Phoenix youngsters participated in 
  multi-sports at Arizona Sports Ranch over the years. 

 • Bob knew that “visual learning” was crucial to the coaching process. 
  In the 1960s he edited Doc Counsilman films into stroke specialty 
  loop cartridges. These cartridges were shown to the swimmers in a 
  portable viewer on deck. He also developed an underwater film 
  station with plastic milk cartoon liner, swim masks, erector set parts, 
  8mm camera, and a snorkel. One of the innovative camp projects of 
  ASR was the development of the “individual instructional video”
  that was made for each swimmer involving the early application 

  of graphic overlays, and voice over, with slow motion and stop action, 
  underwater and above water for each video. 

 • Around 1986, Bob started using an invention he called Flex-Lane 
  Bulkheads. Flex-Lane Bulkheads have been used by many swimming  
  club programs around the world to increase pool functionality and 
  provide training by specifically controlling distance as one of the var 
  ables in interval training. His idea for this product is now sold by 
  Finis as the Turnmaster Pro.

 • Bob is the Founding Coach of the National Club Swimming 
  Association or “NCSA”, whose Spring Junior National Championship 
  meets have grown to over 1600 athletes and Bob implemented an all
  expense-paid trip for a NCSA “all-star” team to international 
  competition. That tradition continues today.

 • Coach Gillett was instrumental in the development of the foil 
  monofin, variations of which are still sold and used today by many  
  coaches. 

 • After Bob Gillett retired from the deck and full-time coaching in 
  2011, he did some “Underwater Kicking Clinics.” And worked as a 
  consulting Master Coach for USA Swimming, visiting clubs and 
  advancing them in underwater kicking technique. 

 • Perhaps Bob is most famous for his work in Underwater Butterfly 
  Kicking. He was instrumental in the development of extended unde 
  water breakouts. He developed his most famous protégé, Misty 
  Hyman, who in 2000 along with her college coach Richard Quick 
  won  a stunning Gold medal upset in the 200 fly in the Sydney 
  Olympics. 

We had a small group of volunteer judges rank the top products in the 
exhibit hall this morning. We had 18 submissions for the award. All were 
great ideas and it was difficult to pick one. The winner will have “brag-
ging rights” to associate with their product as the 2018 Winner of the 
Coach Bob Gillett Award recognizing new, Innovative technology for 
competitive swimming.

Presented by Scott Colby

Scott Colby (Left) and Kathy Gillett present the Gillett Award 
to John Mix of FINIS.

FINIS “Swim Coach Communicator” 
And the winner is: 

Finally, the solution coaches 
have been looking for – a way 
to speak to swimmers as they 
swim! 
The Swim Coach Communicator 
works by using a Bluetooth® 
signal from a smartphone to a 
receiver located on the back of 
the swimmer’s head. The ability 
for coaches to be able to 
communicate in real-time to 
their swimmers will change the 
world of swimming.

Winner of First
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A Very Good ThinG for USA-SwimminG
–LeT’S GeT Behind iT!

On Saturday morning, Sept. 29 in Jacksonville, Florida, a Very Good Thing is going to happen.

The USA-Swimming Board will shift from a “representative Board of Directors” to a “Governance Board of 

Directors”. To those not familiar with governance terms, this means, in English, that the entire Board will 

represent the entire sport (not constituencies thereof ), as in the “representative form”. (Which we have had 

for our entire history since 1978.)

The Governance Board model includes semi-independent directors to the Board with the opportuni-

ty for a lot of outside thinking and input. It means that since most (but not all) of the Board represents 

the entire sport, and not a particular group, that decision making can be centered on good policy and 

not necessarily on casting the votes that your constituents expect to maintain their parochial level 

of influence.

A very diligent and hard working committee of the organization put together this model with 

professional outside consulting services, to solve many existing problems real and perceptual in the old 

model. Some have argued with specific issues in the new plan and process and that is to be expected and 

healthy. In anything new, those issues will exist and be worked out over the next few years. We should 

celebrate the amazing fact that the prior Board was selfless enough to “vote itself out of office” for the 

overall good and improvement of the organization. In my 48 years in the sport, I have never seen that happen 

before and I am shocked and oh so pleased.

One of the things I have always cared for most about our sport is that we are made up of people who always 

want to get better. That’s not always true as we all know, in the larger world. Thank heavens (and the former 

Board!) that it’s true in our beloved sport.

This innovation can lead us onward and upward in our effort to spread the benefits of competitive 

swimming to a larger percentage of our population. And the selflessness of the decision is a good 

model for all our children. This deserves our whole-hearted support. Many thanks to all responsible, staff 

and volunteers.

AMERICAN SWIMMING
COACHES ASSOCIATION
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I’m excited and honored to be serving on the ASCA Board of Directors. I believe one of my strengths 

of running Nitro Swimming is an ability to take care of our “customers.” I see myself in a similar role 

with ASCA, with you being our customers. And to serve our customers, it is imperative that we’re 

able to listen. That doesn’t mean that everything that is suggested to me at Nitro is acted upon, but 

having an open ear is extremely valuable in making us better. Same goes with the ASCA.

 

At the World Clinic this past year I had the opportunity to meet with a number of Coaches from all 

over the world. This included small clubs, big clubs, and everything in between. I’m interested in 

hearing what you have to say. I am open to your ideas, suggestions, and feedback on how we can 

help make the ASCA even better. I am interested in working to add more value to your membership. 

 

The GoSwim partnership was a big win for everyone. Thank you Glen and Paris! The technology 

upgrades that are happening will also help you with more tools at your fingertips to help make your 

daily coaching even better!

 

Lastly, I know that several of you have valuable content, tips, insights, techniques, and experience to 

offer and share! I’d like to see YOUR ideas presented in the ASCA journal, the ASCA website, the ASCA 

regional clinics, and even perhaps at the ASCA World Clinic! We’re only as strong as each other, and 

to keep us at the top, we need all of you. I want you to know that I’m interested in hearing from you. 

Great coaching today. Better coaching tomorrow.

 

Mike Koleber,

ASCA Board Member.

HELLO COACHES!

AMERICAN SWIMMING
COACHES ASSOCIATION
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SHOrt IdEAS 
Every time we try to create an easier world for 
our kids by attempting to make other adults 
bend the rules or lower their expectations, we 
rob them of responsibility and self-respect.
 —Charles Fay, Ph.D

Those who know, don’t predict, those who 
predict, don’t know. 
 
 —Coach Bob Bowman – Head Coach, 2016 USA Olympic Team.

  Coach of the GOAT – Michael Phelps
  (on many occasions in response to some version of “how is Michael 
  going to do…?)

“ 
”

“ 
”

Hoss, the best training is racing
 
 —Coach Jack Nelson

  Head Coach, Women, 1976 USA Olympic Team,     
  Head Coach Fort Lauderdale Swim Team. 

  (as Jack got a bit older, he called all the men “Hoss”, and all the women “darlin’”)
  Some people thought Jack did that because he could no longer remembered  
  their names. I assure you that Jack knew the power of words and especially   
  names.
  He called ‘em what he did because he wanted to have an impact on them.
  JL

“ ”
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The best part of being a swimming coach is 
waking up everyday and knowing you are 
about to go to work with the finest young 
people in the world. Even the most irritating 
ones are among the very best. And the greatest 
part is, you are about to have a profound 
impact on their lives. Every Day.
 —Coach Phil Hansel, University of Houston & First ASCA President
 

“ 

”



 

Steal their secrets for elite 
strength, speed, endurance, and 
mental toughness

How Army 
Rangers Train 
to Become the 
Fittest Warriors 
In the World

JAN 4, 2017
It’s 11 a.m. on a bleak morning at Fort Benning, Georgia. 
Gunfire barks out from over the hill. Heavy, low clouds spit rain 
on the 21 obstacles that make up the 1-mile assault course the 
U.S. Army Rangers use to hone agility and speed. The obstacles 
are named in blunt military vernacular: the Tough One 
(a 33-foot-high rope-and-ladder climb), the Weaver 
(a log pyramid that they wriggle up, through, and down), 
and the Inverted Rope Descent (a 75-foot slide from a 40-foot 
tower). Ten Rangers are racing for four places in an upcoming 
all-service fitness and tactical skills contest.

The competition began at dawn with a maximum-pushups test, 
followed by a run of undisclosed distance. Most guys banged 
out 80-plus pushups before a run that turned out to be 8 miles. 
Next the men faced a “long” ruck with a 45-pound pack and 
a 10-pound dummy weapon. The distance, which again was 
undisclosed at the start, was 12 miles. The men have no idea 
what awaits them; this is a core aspect of Ranger fitness. “Being 
prepared for the unexpected is part of any mission, so we train 
for the unexpected,” says Nicholas O’Brien, 34, the human per-
formance program coordinator for the 75th Ranger Regiment. 
The first competitor, M.Sgt. Joshua Horsager, 38, chugs in with 
a time of 3 hours and 16 minutes. Horsager has completed 
three-quarters of a marathon at a 9:48-minute-mile average 
pace—carrying 55 pounds for 12 of those miles. He has 15 
minutes to refuel; then it’s a test of explosive strength and 
speed on the obstacle course.

The next competitor arrives as Horsager sprints toward the first 
obstacle, a four-story tower he must climb up and down. Most 
fit guys would struggle to finish the course because it requires 
such specialized skills as advanced rope ascending and descend-
ing, wall climbing, and monkey bar swinging. Horsager blazes 
through in 14 minutes. Then he collapses on the ground, shat-
tered. He rests for 15 minutes, pounds some chocolate pudding 
from his rations, and then grabs his backpack and sets off. He 
faces another ruck of undisclosed distance, followed by another 
obstacle course. “If you can get your mind to believe, you can 
push your body to do unbelievable things,” he says. 
“The body is secondary, unless there’s a significant injury.” The 
other men trickle in, then run, climb, crawl, slither, swing, and 
jump through the course. Screams ring out as cramps kick in.
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The Rangers are the U.S. Army’s elite muscle. Part of the Special Opera-
tions Command, they conduct missions from squad size (nine men) to 
an entire regiment (about 3,000). Earning the Rangers’ black-and-gold 
tab requires enduring a three-phase, 62-day course in swamp and moun-
tain terrain that teaches soldiers to overcome fatigue, hunger, and stress, 
and to lead in combat. About half of the entrants—among the Army’s 
best—fail in the first week. For the past 15 years the Rangers have been 
busy, with wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and other operations globally. 
They deploy more frequently and for shorter periods. Many Rangers in 
their 30s are approaching double-digit deployments.
Over this same time, the Ranger Athlete Warrior (RAW) program has 
evolved. Its goal is to bring a smarter approach to physical and men-
tal training so soldiers perform better and sustain fewer injuries. The 
program is a hybrid of the Ranger military credo—“Further, Faster, 
Harder”—spiked with cutting-edge civilian insight from A-list trainers 
such as Mark Twight at Gym Jones and Mark Verstegen at Exos, as well 
as sports psychologists, physical therapists, and nutritionists. S.Sgt. David 
Porter, 39, describes the RAW program as “anti-fragile,” using the essayist 
Nassim Taleb’s concept of improvement from disorder. It teaches soldiers 
to be resilient in the face of adversity and to grow from stress and volatil-
ity. “You learn to know what to do when you don’t know what to do,” says 
Porter.

Earlier that morning, at 6:30 a.m., about 60 Rangers from Regimental 
Special Troops Battalion and Regimental Headquarters are working out 
in their new gym at Fort Benning, serenaded by Calvin Harris, a.k.a. 
“Transformer fucking music.” They’re a thick-legged, heavily tattooed 
cadre, men used to carrying heavy loads. All wear black shorts and black 
T-shirts. No shirt is untucked.

Some guys crank furiously on the cardio machines—Airdyne bikes, 
Jacobs Ladders, VersaClimbers, and treadmills—that line the left side. In 
the middle, on a 15- by 45-yard strip of artificial turf, Rangers push sleds, 
slam battle ropes, and power through heavy farmer’s walks. On the right 
flank, clusters form around different racks and benches where guys bang 
out Olympic lifts. At the far end on a series of monkey bars draped with 
TRX suspension trainers, men do pull¬ups, heel claps, and other hanging 
moves. Heavy tools and other items that are difficult to grip and move are 
organized on shelves in the back corners. In one corner is an ice bath (at 
52°F); in another, there’s a trio of lounge chairs with $1,600 NormaTec leg 
sleeves that enhance bloodflow and aid muscle recovery.

Sgt. Maj. Alexander Kupratty, 40, has served 15 tours in Iraq and Afghan-
istan over 20 years. “Training used to be situps, beach-muscle lifts, and 
lots of rucking,” he says. “Now it’s much more balanced and functional, 
but still lots of rucking.” Kupratty says he’s now stronger, faster, and more 
agile; he also has greater endurance. He has torn muscles in both shoul-
ders yet can still ace the Ranger fitness test, which all Rangers must pass 
twice a year. He describes a recent mission in Afghanistan during which 
about 24 Rangers were dropped off and had to ruck to a location they 
thought was 8 miles away. It turned out to be 12 miles away and included 
slogging through 3-foot-deep snow up and over an 8,000-foot peak. The 
mission, the details of which Kupratty declined to divulge, lasted five 
hours. Then they rucked out by a different route. Everyone kept pace, 
despite some guys carrying loads in excess of 100 pounds.

The man helping the Rangers execute these kinds of missions is O’Brien, 
the strength and conditioning coach who has been with the regiment for 
five years. His pointed beard gives him a diabolical air. It’s fitting, because 
he makes his men suffer.

Get Ranger Strong
The Rangers need three types of strength, O’Brien says.

Body weight
This is the ability to stabilize your main joints so movement is smooth 
and efficient. You forge endurance for this kind of strength by increasing 
the volume of training for exercises like pull¬ups, pushups, air squats, 

lunges, and core work.

Heavy external resistance
This is the strength to lift big things, whether it’s pushing, pulling, or 
multijoint lifts. With the heavy lifts, the men do their 3-rep max and rest 
to total recovery between sets.

Power and power endurance
This type of strength moves a load rapidly, whether it’s your own body 
(e.g., jumping) or a weight (hoisting a box onto a platform). It’s Olympic 
lifts as well as strength circuits. The aim during the circuits is to maintain 
your pace until completion, so you start fast and finish fast.

Get Ranger Fast
The Rangers also do three kinds of cardio weekly. They emphasize run-
ning, supplemented with lower-impact cardio such as swimming, rowing, 
and training on the Jacobs Ladder and VersaClimber.

Speed
Sprint 30 to 90 seconds doing any kind of cardio. Then rest 30 to 
90 seconds and repeat 6 to 10 times.

Speed-Stamina
Do a 5- to 10-minute interval of any cardio at the fastest pace you can 
maintain. Rest 2-5 minutes and repeat 3 to 5 times.

Stamina
A single activity at the fastest pace you can maintain for an hour...or five, 
but vary the activity weekly.

Get Ranger Agile
The Rangers begin their workouts with 10 minutes of movement prepara-
tion: calisthenics, agility exercises like ladder drills and lateral running, 
and core work. They also end with 5 to 10 minutes of foam-rolling and 
other recovery. Doing hand-to-hand combat training and obstacle-course 
racing also hones agility. Part of O’Brien’s wizardry is combining all of the 
above in hybrid 60-minute sessions.

Get Ranger Tough
Part of Ranger evaluation is a psychological test that identifies strong-
willed people, says Capt. Jeremy Noble, Ph.D., 30, the battalion psy-
chologist. “Then there’s Ranger School, which serves as extreme stress 
inoculation because of the food and sleep deprivation and the physical 
challenges.” Those who complete it earn the confidence of knowing they 
can endure more than they thought possible. That knowledge is em-
powering, and O’Brien taps into it by creating biweekly challenges that 
push the Rangers to go further, faster, and harder. Guys can do the test 
multiple times, and the top three scores are posted in the gym.

Putting the results on display stokes motivation and ensures accountabili-
ty. The result is community-forged fitness, self-perpetuating performance 
gains.

The soldiers push themselves and each other. “Max-effort testing reminds 
them that the mind usually stops before the body,” says David Heintz, the 
mental performance coach for the Rangers. That’s why Porter calls these 
tests “work-ins” and not “workouts” because they tunnel deep mentally.
The Rangers maintain this mentality during deployments. For instance, 
M.Sgt. Roger Underwood, 36, a communications specialist, recalls when 
on one of his 16 deployments, the team camped in Afghanistan near a 
hill called Gar, a 1,500-foot climb from base. A previous Ranger had set a 
time for fastest ascent of Gar and posted it. So Underwood and others set 
about trying to beat it, and they established various categories: in shorts 
and T-shirts, in combat gear, and while keeping a mouthful of water (an 
Apache technique to ensure nasal breathing).

Another time a Marine dared Underwood to do Turkish getups with a 
25-pound dumbbell for an hour. He accepted, of course. They stopped 
counting when he passed 100.
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Heintz and Noble work constantly to make the Rangers mentally tougher, 
emphasizing the big picture as well as in-the-moment strategies. 
The Rangers are moving away from goal-setting and instead focusing on 
“being.” He encourages men to check in with themselves daily. “Are you 
the person you want to be? How are you working toward that? What is 
stopping you from being that person?” Heintz says this kind of motiva-
tion, when paired with having to “kill bad guys,” is more powerful than 
trying to hit a new weight number on the bench press. It’s about forging a 
sense of purpose and a warrior mindset.

1st Sgt. Christopher Masters, 36, deployed 16 times, advises each of his 
men to find their own source of strength. “It can be your family, your 
country, your collective experiences,” he says. “Additionally, you draw 
inspiration from the relationships with your team. You don’t want to let 
anyone down.” Many men wear stainless-steel bracelets with the name, 
rank, and date a fellow team member was killed in action.
Masters says the younger Rangers, who grew up in an age of information 
saturation, struggle most when faced with ambiguity, when informa-
tion is not complete. Generation Me also tends to have a confidence that 
crumbles when put to the hammer. That’s why the training emphasizes 
mastering how to handle volatility, and conditions the men to adapt 
rapidly to change. “No matter how well you prepare, you must deal with 
uncertainty when you deploy,” Masters says. “The enemy has a vote.”
Rangers do various exercises that build self-awareness, critical to the 
ability to change gears mentally. For example, in high-stress situations 
that require calm decisions, Rangers use diaphragmatic breathing—inhal-
ing deeply through the nose for a four count and then exhaling on a four 
count.

Heintz’s office at the gym doubles as a library. He hands specific books to 
guys in the spirit of coaches like Phil Jackson. His favorites include Deep 
Survival by Laurence Gonzales, On Killing by Lt. Col. David Grossman 
(ret.), The Gift of Fear by Gavin de Becker, Being Wrong by Kathryn 
Schulz, and Mindset by Carol Dweck, Ph.D. Quotes are posted on the 
walls, with talking points underneath. Here are some (and the takeaway 
for you).

Fix your face! By deliberately changing your facial expressions, you can 
control your emotions, shift your focus, and increase or decrease your 
intensity. If there is a job to do and you’re struggling, fix your face.
Boldly into darkness. Exceptional performance starts with belief. Con-
fidence is that belief. Like any skill, confidence is built, earned, forged. 
Do something every day that scares you. (For example, if you can power 
clean 245 pounds, try 255 next time. )
Own it. Why you are not performing at your best is irrelevant. Don’t 
judge yourself. Excuses are instinctive and distracting. Own who you are 
and stare into the abyss and say, “Okay, now what?”
Heintz, who has a quote for every situation, shares two more that resonate 
with the men: “Acknowledge that vulnerability allows you to improve” 
and “You’re not defined by your experiences but by what you learn 
from them.” It’s tough being a Ranger in an era of emoticons and likes. 
“The men I work with would say their work doesn’t inherently produce 
consistent feelings of happiness that our culture has come to expect at all 
times,” Heintz says. “The work Rangers do is not happy, though it can be 
fulfilling. I tell them, ‘It’s okay to feel whatever you’re feeling. It’s okay not 
to feel awesome all the time.’ ”

One guy who is feeling awesome—and exhausted—is Horsager. He’s held 
on to his lead, completing the competition in just over six hours. He’s 
endured a 30-plus-mile movement with 55 pounds of gear and blasted 
through two obstacle courses. Now he owns bragging rights for the regi-
ment. But he’s matter-of-fact about his win. “I focused on what I needed 
to do,” he says. “I knew it was going to be nonstop pain until the finish.” 
Then he quotes legendary runner Steve Prefontaine. “To give anything 
less than your best is to sacrifice the gift.”

Editor’s note:
The 75th Ranger Regiment team of Capt. Michael Rose and Master Sgt. 
Josh Horsager has won the 2017 Best Ranger Competition held April 
7 to 9. Rose and Horsager beat out 52 other two-person teams from all 
branches of the armed forces to win the three-day endurance and skills 
competition.

10 MINUTES
Movement Prep
Calisthenics

30 MINUTES
Strength
Three big lifts: power clean (5 sets of 3 at 70% of max), 
back squat 
(10 sets of 3 at 70% of max), and dumbbell bench press 
(30 seconds on/30 seconds off at 50% of 5-rep max 
for 5 minutes)

10 MINUTES
Strength-Stamina
A four-exercise circuit: weighted pullups (3X10), 
barbell overhead press (3X10), 
hanging leg raise (3X10), farmer’s carry (3X100 yards)

5 MINUTES
Anaerobic Capacity Drill
VersaClimber: 30 seconds on, 30 seconds off

5 MINUTES
Recovery
Foam-rolling and ice tub
Fubar Yourself!

The Ranger Workout
A 60-minute hybrid strength, power, and stamina session.

The Rangers do a biweekly fitness challenge. 
Winners are posted in the gym. Get some!
Bench-press your body weight: 30 reps
35-pound plate pinch (both hands): 3 minutes, 
26 seconds
1,000-meter row: 3 minutes, 3 seconds
1 mile on an Assault bike: 1 minute, 53 seconds
Grip crush hold, 70 pounds: 13 minutes, 9 sec-
onds
Handstand pushups: 30 reps
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If I had my life to live over, I would perhaps have 
more actual troubles but I’d have fewer 
imaginary ones. 

—Don Herold

Drag your thoughts away from your troubles... 
by the ears, by the heels, or any other way you 
can manage it. 

—Mark Twain

Today is the tomorrow we worried about 
yesterday. 

—Author Unknown

Let us be of good cheer, remembering that the 
misfortunes hardest to bear are those which will 
never happen. 

—James Russel Lowell

If things go wrong, don’t go with them.

—Roger Babson

Worry never robs tomorrow of its sorrow, it only 
saps today of its joy.

—Leo Buscaglia

Do not anticipate trouble or worry about what 
may never happen.  Keep in the sunlight. 

—Benjamin Franklin

If you can’t sleep, then get up and do something 
instead of lying there worrying.  It’s the worry 

that gets you, not the lack of sleep. 

—Dale Carnegie

I’ve developed a new philosophy... I only dread 
one day at a time. 

—Charlie Brown (Charles Schulz)

Troubles are a lot like people - they grow bigger 
if you nurse them.  

—Author Unknown

If you want to test your memory, try to recall 
what you were worrying about one year ago 
today.  

—E. Joseph Cossman

Nerves and butterflies are fine - they’re a physi-
cal sign that you’re mentally ready and eager.  
You have to get the butterflies to fly in formation, 
that’s the trick.  

—Steve Bull

I keep the telephone of my mind open to peace, 
harmony, health, love and abundance.  Then, 
whenever doubt, anxiety or fear try to call me, 
they keep getting a busy signal - and soon they’ll 
forget my number.  

—Edith Armstrong

Nerves provide me with energy.  They work for 
me.  It’s when I don’t have them, when I feel at 
ease, that I get worried

—Mike Nichols

I come into the peace of wild things who do not 
tax their lives with forethought of grief....For a 
time I rest in the grace of the world, and am free.  

—Wendell Berry, “The Peace of Wild Things”

If you can’t sleep, then get up and do something 
instead of lying there worrying.  It’s the worry 

that gets you, not the lack of sleep. 

—Dale Carnegie

People gather bundles of sticks to build bridges 
they never cross.  

—Author Unknown

You can’t wring your hands and roll up your 
sleeves at the same time.  

—Pat Schroeder

The greatest mistake you can make in life is to be 
continually fearing you will make one.  

—Elbert Hubbard, The Note Book, 1927

Worrying is like a rocking chair, it gives you 
something to do, but it gets you nowhere.  

—Glenn Turner

From Dr. Greg Malszeck- York University.
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People become attached to their burdens 
sometimes more than the burdens are attached 
to them.  

—George Bernard Shaw 

“Family Affection,” Parents and Children, 1914

Panic is a sudden desertion of us, and a going 
over to the enemy of our imagination.  

—Christian Nevell Bovee

Somehow our devils are never quite what we 
expect when we meet them face to face.  

—Nelson DeMille

For peace of mind, resign as general manager of 
the universe.  

—Author Unknown

We experience moments absolutely free from 
worry.  These brief respites are called panic.  

—Cullen Hightower

If you treat every situation as a life and death 
matter, you’ll die a lot of times.   

—Dean Smith

It only seems as if you are doing something 
when you’re worrying.    

—Lucy Maud Montgomery

A hundred load of worry will not pay an ounce of 
debt.    

—George Herbert

As a cure for worrying, work is better thaN 
whiskey.   

—Thomas A. Edison

Worry often gives a small thing a big shadow.    

—Swedish Proverb

Never bear more than one kind of trouble at a 
time.  Some people bear three - all they have 
had, all they have now, and all they expect to 
have.  

—Edward Everett Hale

That the birds of worry and care fly over you 
head, this you cannot change, but that they build 
nests in your hair, this you can prevent.    

—Chinese Proverb

We can easily manage if we will only take, each 
day, the burden appointed to it.  But the load will 
be too heavy for us if we carry yesterday’s 
burden over again today, and then add the 
burden of the morrow before we are required to 
bear it.  

—John Newton

Worry bankrupts the spirit.   

—Berri Clove

Worry ducks when purpose flies overhead.  

—C. Astrid Weber

It is the little bits of things that fret and worry us; 
we can dodge a elephant, but we can’t dodge a 
fly.    

—Josh Billings

Worrying is like a rocking chair, it gives you 
something to do, but it gets you nowhere.  

—Glenn Turner

Worry, doubt, fear and despair are the enemies 
which slowly bring us down to the ground and 
turn us to dust before we die.   

—Attributed to Douglas MacArthur

You can never worry your way to enlightenment.    

—Terri Guillemets

When you suffer an attack of nerves you’re being 
attacked by the nervous system.  What chance 
has a man got against a system?   

—Russell Hoban

Any concern too small to be turned into a prayer 
is to small to be made into a burden.   

—Corrie ten Boom, Clippings from My Notebook

I am reminded of the advice of my neighbor.  
“Never worry about your heart till it stops 
beating.”   

—E.B. White

There are two days in the week about which and 
upon which I never worry... Yesterday and 
Tomorrow.    

—Robert Jones Burdette
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A day of worry is more exhausting than a day of 
work.     

—John Lubbock

As a rule, what is out of sight disturbs men’s 
minds more seriously than what they see.      

—Julius Caesar

If worrying were an Olympic sport, you’d get the 
gold for sure.    

—Stephenie Geist

I refuse to be burdened by vague worries.  If 
something wants to worry me, it will have to 
make itself clear.     

—Robert Brault, www.robertbrault.com

Don’t chain your worries to your body.  The 
burden soon becomes heavy and your health will 
give too much of itself to pick up the extra load.  

—Astrid Alauda, Dyspeptic Enlightenment

Worry is rust upon the blade.    

—Henry Ward Hughes

Heavy thoughts bring on physical maladies; 

when the soul is oppressed so is the body  

—Martin Luther

I have learned to live each day as it comes, and 
not to borrow trouble by dreading tomorrow. 
It is the dark menace of the future that makes 
cowards of us. 

—Dorothy Day

Worry is a complete cycle of inefficient thought 
revolving about a pivot of fear.

~Author Unknown

Loneliness, insomnia, and change:  the fear of 
these is even worse than the reality.  

—Mignon McLaughlin 
The Second Neurotic’s Notebook, 1966 

It is not the cares of today, but the cares of 
tomorrow, that weigh a man down.   

—George MacDonald
 
Oh the nerves, the nerves; the mysteries of this 
machine called man!  Oh the little that unhinges 
it, poor creatures that we are! 

—Charles Dickens

Some patients I see are actually draining into 
their bodies the diseased thoughts of their 
minds.  

—Zacharty Bercovitz

Some of your hurts you have cured,
And the sharpest you still have survived,
But what torments of grief you endured
From the evil which never arrived.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

I am an old man and have known a great many 
troubles, but most of them never happened.    

—Mark Twain

My life has been full of terrible misfortunes most 
of which never happened.   

—Michel de Montaigne

If you see ten troubles coming down the road, 
you can be sure that nine will run into the ditch 
before they reach you.   

—Calvin Coolidge

When one has too great a dread of what is im-
pending, one feels some relief when the trouble 
has come. 

—Joseph Joubert

Some men storm imaginary Alps all their lives, 
and die in the foothills cursing difficulties which 
do not exist.    

—Edgar Watson Howe

How much pain they have cost us, the evils which 

have never happened.  

—Thomas Jefferson

When I really worry about something, I don’t just 
fool around.  I even have to go to the bathroom 
when I worry about something.  Only, I don’t go.  
I’m too worried to go.  I don’t want to interrupt 
my worrying to go. 

—D. Salinger, Catcher in the Rye

Anxiety is a thin stream of fear trickling through 
the mind.  If encouraged, it cuts a channel into 
which all other thoughts are drained.     

—Arthur Somers Roche
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There are people who are always anticipating 
trouble, and in this way they manage to enjoy 
many sorrows that never really happen to them.      

—Josh Billings

Only man clogs his happiness with care, destroy-
ing what is with thoughts of what may be.       

—John Dryden

Love looks forward, hate looks back, anxiety has 
eyes all over its head.      

—Mignon McLaughlin, The Neurotic’s Notebook, 
1960

Worry is interest paid on trouble before it comes 

due.      

—William Ralph Inge

There are more things, Lucilius, that frighten us 
than injure us, and we suffer more in imagination 
than in reality.   

—Seneca

Worry is rust upon the blade.    

—Henry Ward Hughes

We are more disturbed by a calamity which 

threatens us than by one which has befallen us.   

—John Lancaster Spalding

We are, perhaps, uniquely among the earth’s 
creatures, the worrying animal.  We worry away 
our lives.  

—Lewis Thomas, The Medusa and the Snail, 1979

Grief has limits, whereas apprehension has none.  
For we grieve only for what we know has 
happened, but we fear all that possibly may 

happen.  

—Pliny the Younger

Blessed is the person who is too busy to worry in 

the daytime and too sleepy to worry at night.   

—Author Unknown

Do not be afraid of tomorrow; for God is already 
there.    

—Author Unknown

Real difficulties can be overcome, it is only the 
imaginary ones that are unconquerable  

—Theodore N. Vail

No man ever sank under the burden of the day. 
It is when tomorrow’s burden is added to the 
burden of today that the weight is more than a 
man can bear.   

—George MacDonald

Rule number one is, don’t sweat the small stuff.  
Rule number two is, it’s all small stuff.  

—Robert Eliot

They need to worry and betray time with urgen-
cies false and otherwise, purely anxious and 
whiny, their souls really won’t be at peace unless 
they can latch on to an established and proven 
worry and having once found it they assume 
facial expressions to fit and go with it, which is, 
you see, unhappiness, and all the time it all flies 
by them and they know it and that too worries 
them no end.      

—Jack Kerouac

He who fears he shall suffer, already suffers what 

he fears.    

—Montaigne, Essays, 1588

Wanna fly, you got to give up the shit that 
weights you down  

—Toni Morrison

No human thing is of serious importance.   

—Plato, The Republic

Fear can keep us up all night long, but faith 

makes one fine pillow.    

—Philip Gulley

Don’t fight with the pillow, but lay down your 
head
And kick every worriment out of the bed.

 —Edmund Vance Cooke

Every evening I turn my worries over to God.  

He’s going to be up all night anyway.    

—Mary C. Crowley 
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“when I first came to the ASCA in 1985, I made a habit of joining Buck for breakfast at the 
Floridian on Las Olas. It’s a legend in its own right and still there, still serving great meals 
24/7. 

Buck came straight from the beach in his dripping wet shorts and had his dog with him, 
who sat in a chair just outside the window and watched us eat his bacon. Buck always gave 
in and took him a piece. I listened eagerly to every Buck story (real and beautifully made 
up) and enjoyed them all. He knew everyone in swimming, all the gossip, all the dirt and 
reveled in it all. 

Buck’s signature was his eyepatch. He’d been in WWII and apparently lost an eye in 
combat. I had great respect for that. 

And then. 

One day I noted, for a reason lost to the ages, that the patch was on the right eye. 
Two days later we sat down for breakfast….and the patch was on the left eye. 
Buck looked at me and I raised an eyebrow and head shrugged at the patch….

Buck smiled and said “always keep ‘em guessing, Coach.” 

Buck was a work of art as a man, a coach and an educator. We need more of those. 

John Leonard 

 –about the legendary BUCK DAWSON, founder of the 
international swimming hall of fame and one of the great 

entertainers and educators in our sport.

StOrY fOr tHE dAY
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    athleen: Hi, everybody. Hello. Thanks for 
being here, 4:00 o’clock talks are always rough 
by the end of the day, so it is great that we 
have such a crowded room. I am Kathleen 
Prindle. I am a member of the ASCA Board 
and I am here to introduce your speakers this 
afternoon. Both of these gentlemen hail from 
Winnetka, Illinois. Yeah, did I get it? Whew. It 
is on the North Shore of Chicago. First, Mac 
Guy, if you would raise your hand so they 
know which one it is. He is the girl’s head 
coach at New Trier High School. His teams 
have won two state championships and he is 
a two-time Illinois Coach of the Year. He has 
published articles in the ASCA Newsletter and 
is an assistant editor for the NSCA Journal. So, 
high school is your world.

Mac Guy: I met my wife there, too, actually.

Kathleen: She is not in high school, is she? 
I am just checking. Just making sure. Okay, 
Jim Davis, whose powers of deduction, the 
other person standing there is the staff and 
student wellness coordinator at New Trier, 
where he oversees a 1200 student strength 
and conditioning program. He is also the 
director of the Good Athlete Project, which 
is a nonprofit organization that uses sports 
to help people reach their full potential. He 
is also smarty-pants. A recent graduate of 
Harvard University. His core research is aimed 
at exercise, induced neural enhancement, and 
successful strategies in human development 
and psychology. So without further ado, Mac 
and Jim; take it away.

Mac Guy: Thank you very much. Thank you 
all for being here so late on a Friday after-
noon. Before we get started, we just want to 
get a little bit of a sense of the room. So just by 
a quick raise of hands, how many of the peo-
ple in here are coaches, who are also teachers? 
Okay, a few of you. How many would say that 
they have a dryland program? Okay. How 
many run their own dryland program? How 
many have somebody run one for them? All 
right, cool, cool; very cool. So before we get 
into the meat of our talk today, we are going 
to do something that is a little fun; might be 
a little silly. Coach Davis’s focus is on how the 
body moves and how that movement affects 
the neural pathways in the brain. So, we are 
going to start with a little exercise just to get 
the blood moving and, Coach Davis, take it 
away.

Jim Davis: I need to ask you. All right, so my 
research is primarily in exercise to induce 
neural enhancement, essentially what Mac 
said using the body similar neural pathways 
and off to lead in mind for effectiveness. So, 
what we are going to do today very quickly, 

and this is something we tell our high school 
students all the time, ‘There is no one in here 
who is too cool or this cool,’ that is what we 
say.  So, instead of blowing off for a job or 
doing something to stimulate the body in the 
ways that we do in our research, we are going 
to tap in the research of someone named Amy 
Cuddy. Have you heard that name before, 
Amy Cuddy’s ‘Power Poses,’ is that a familiar 
term?

Audience: Yeah.

Jim Davis: Okay, so we are just going to go 
ahead and try it. I did these kind of confer-
ences before, I know the feeling. The 4:00 a.m. 
Friday feeling, 4:00 a.m. Friday conference 
unit or 4:00 p.m.; 4:00 a.m. is worse. I am go-
ing to ask you that you all just kind of go into 
some of these start up exercises. I am okay, we 
are done.

Jim Davis: So, the first exercise, the first 
component of the exercise is just breathing. 
Just gaining control and awareness of our 
body. We are going to go in through the nose, 
out through the mouth. We are just prying the 
lungs with oxygen. Do that about five times. 
Go ahead and do that, keep doing it as deep as 
you can; incorporate your belly whenever pos-
sible. Breathe in and then really get rid of it on 
the way out. In through the nose, out through 
the mouth. If you are strong enough at 4 P.M., 
picture the air coming back down the back 
your lungs back wall. Your lungs down to the 
belly of the lungs up the front and out your 
mouth, picture the pathway of the air. Go 
ahead and get two more and really prime the 
lungs with oxygen. Okay. Now, we are jump 
right into a superhero pose. That is this. Make 
two fists, nothing angry, just make fists. Get a 
nice wide stance, feet just outside, hip width, 
and I want you to keep your posture back. You 
probably mentioned posture in your weight 
rooms all the time. We do ‘posture back, 
shoulders back, and pull the fists back’ and set 
them on the back of your hips just like this. 
Big chest, tight posture, try them. What I want 
you to do – now, hold it. You can breathe. Are 
you holding your breath?

Female Speaker 1: No.

Jim Davis: Oh, God. Okay. Keep breath-
ing. Now, kind of check in with yourself in 
this position real quick. Make sure that your 
weight is balanced evenly and distributed 
between your feet. Go ahead and adjust if you 
need to. Make sure that one shoulder is not 
pinching more than the other. We are going to 
do something that is going to feel absurd in a 
second, but that is okay.

Female Speaker 1: We already feel it.

Jim Davis: Do you already feel silly? That is 
fantastic. Hey, we all feel silly. You see what 
community does? I do not want to give away 
the ending. All right, shoulders back, shoul-
ders back. Now, we are going in three… 10 
bursts of smiling. Listen, I am serious. That 
it has that effect. Yeah, I am not joking about 
this. Just trust me, there is research behind 
this, not just a goofy thing. Smile as hard as 
you can for ten seconds holding posture. Now, 
go. 10 seconds, 10 seconds, smile. Come on. 
We have got, three more, two, one, and relax. 
Relax. Open it up. You can watch your posture 
a little bit for a second, too. When we get back, 
we talked about something we called ‘serious 
fun.’  Fun is fun, but when it is time to get se-
rious, it is time to get serious. So, we can chill 
right now, relax and get back into it. Go.

Seriously smile. Ear to ear. In three…deep. 
Now, five, hard as you can, four, three, two, 
one, relax; whoo! All right, you can shake it 
out if you want. There we go. People adjusting, 
I like that. You can crack. You can get a couple 
of cracks, that is fine. The last one is going 
to start in three, two, one, pause, and smile; 
as hard as you can, relaxing on the teeth and 
we are going to extend it. Keep going, harder. 
Smile, show teeth; and now quickly, raise your 
hands up and to the side as far as you can. 
Keep your shoulder blades back. Three more 
seconds, two, one, and relax. Okay, go ahead 
and take a seat. That is it. We are going to talk 
about what we addressed through that, but 
very basically, changing our physical state to 
change the way we think and interpret the 
world. That is slide one.

Mac Guy: You guys are very compliant group 
of coaches. I really appreciate that.

Jim Davis: This is a great group.

Mac Guy: You are right. So, what I want to 
start with is just a story that goes with this 
picture. Now, this is a picture from when our 
girls’ team at the Illinois State Champion-
ship in 2012. Even though we had just won 
State, we ended up in the pool. Super fun, 
very exciting for the team. It was after this 
moment that I recognized our team culture 
had to change. Now, going into this season, 
we were an ultra-talented group of kids, also 
extremely hard-working. As a result, we were 
at the very worst, a heavy favorite to win the 
state championship. There were some people, 
particularly few on my staff, who said that 
we could score more points than any team in 
Illinois history. But, 15 minutes before this 
picture was taken, the body language of our 
group told a very, very different story. As our 
400-free relay is headed to the blocks for the 
final event, we had determined that it was now 
mathematically impossible for us to lose.

Dryland Routines for Swimming
Presented by Mac Guy with Jim Davis, New Trier High School
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Now, this was my first year as a Head Coach 
of this team. I was excited and I never won a 
state championship before. As I turned to my 
group to share this with my team, I was sort of 
dumbstruck by the reaction I saw from them. 
It was one of the most defeated looking groups 
I had ever seen in my life. Now, we had a 
breaststroker who was sobbing uncontrollably 
because she had just been touched out for a 
state championship in the breaststroke. Our 
backstroker was weeping in the warm down 
pool because she had slipped from seventh to 
last and was convinced that she had lost the 
meet and that she was going to be taken off 
the 400 free relay. I turned to the girls and I 
am like, “Ladies, we are about to win a state 
championship. Pull yourselves together.” But, 
until we jumped in the pool, they were unable 
to let their individual disappointments do 
anything but get in the way of what we were 
capable of as a team.

We had not really performed well this meet. 
We were flat from start to finish, but still, 
this was really shocking for me. So, what 
crystallized in this moment was that the 
team culture had had nothing to do with this 
championship. As I said before, this was an 
ultra-talented team even though we did not 
swim well. We had amassed enough points to 
be victorious. But, ultimately, that is all it was, 
‘Was this championship a measure of our tal-
ent?’ In addition to that, we were missing two 
really pretty critical things if we were going to 
be successful in the future. The first is a strong 
sense of team community and the second was 
mental resilience. I knew that we were never 
going to have a team as talented as this group. 
If we were going to be successful in the future, 
we needed to get really specific, really fast 
about how we emphasized these two qualities: 
strong community and mental resilience with 
our group. So, we did that.

For the last five years, we have been working 
on this as a project and if you are here because 
you think we might be able to give you one 
thing that is going to turn things right around 
in about a month or two, I am really starting 
to say that I am on year six right now. Literally, 
just in the last few weeks, have we started to 
feel like we have established some kind of per-
manent change. But in doing that, our work in 
the rec room has become an essential element 
of how we build this kind of community. It is 
because, I think, in my experience building 
team culture comes down to a constant relent-
less communication. It is communication 
between me and my athletes. Communica-
tion between me and my assistants, me and 
the athletes’ parents, and between the athletes 
and each other. You guys all know as swim 
coaches, communication when your face is in 
the water is really, really difficult.

So what we do in the weight room is we work 
just as hard or harder than we do in the pool, 

but we do it face to face. We take that oppor-
tunity to communicate with each other and 
leverage it so that we have created an environ-
ment where athletes can be successful, not 
just athletically, but also in school and in their 
lives beyond high school and after. What we 
would like to talk to you guys today is to just 
really provide a snapshot of the framework 
that Coach Davis, myself, our club coaches 
were here from nutritional club, and all our 
other high school coaches have been work-
ing on over the last six years. We are trying to 
make success the inevitable byproduct of the 
work that we do in all aspects of our training. 
We have done that by emphasizing three key 
points. That is our standards, our deliberate 
practice, and our community. Jim, is going to 
talk to you a little bit about how we set that 
standard and go on.

Jim Davis: Yeah, so when team first comes 
in, we want to be explicit about everything 
we can be explicit about, right? Then, allow a 
room for interpretation and adaptation after 
that. The absolute standards, if this was a 
group coming to the weight room, standard 
number one is that this is a safe environment. 
Safety is our first and foremost priority, like it 
was mentioned in the bio. We have about 1200 
students coming through our weight room. 
We try to keep every single one of them safe. 
The first element of that is a mental safety. 
Mac mentioned we are going to talk about 
how reciprocal teaching enhances community 
and things like that, but we will have students, 
girls in this case, coaching each other up, spot-
ting each other, holding each other account-
able, getting loud, cranking up the music, and 
creating an atmosphere.

We have got to be absolutely certain that it is 
clear, standard room; that we are not boring, 
that that does not leave the weight room, but 
that intensity is there for one reason and that 
is to push one another toward an agreed-upon 
team goal, right? So, we have to identify there 
is open communication, but it has to be a 
mentally safe environment. Physical safety 
comes in two components. The first is im-
mediate, the second is preventive or predic-
tive. This is a female athlete squatting. First of 
all, her technique has to be absolutely perfect 
every single time. I wish I can invite all of you. 
In fact, I will do that right now; I hope that is 
okay.

You are all invited to come stop by the weight 
room if you ever in the Greater Chicago area, 
but we do it exactly right every single time. 
We coach it with patience and we teach it with 
patience and we pull weight off the bar. We 
decrease the load, but we get it right. There is 
one way and it is the right way. If for no other 
reason, this is our default because that is the 
safe way. The next part is the spotting. Our 
spotters are as engaged as our lifters, we like to 
say. They are on point. They are making sure 

that they are accountable for their teammates’ 
safety. There is no excuse for someone lifting 
unspotted.  We have both a safety spotter and 
a technique spotter in the back corner of the 
shot watching and holding their teammate 
accountable for things like posture and depth 
and things of that nature, also leading and 
encouraging the teammate.

The second is a bias toward action. We really 
want to encourage a bias toward action. If we 
think we accomplish these two, if we maintain 
safety and have a bias toward action, we are 
probably going to get some kind of positive 
product out of the weight room experience. 
Reframe it this way though, never do nothing. 
We try to be positive, we try to be optimistic 
whenever possible, but never do nothing. We 
use that language so that it feels strange when 
sitting down, when standing around, but that 
feels awkward based on the language. We 
never do nothing. Now, in order to do that, we 
have to have a very clear set of expectations 
and enough work on the board in the back of 
the shot. If you want to hit this, I can kind of 
talk through it. Is that a video?

Mac Guy: Oh, yeah, this is a video. 
Just watch it.

Jim Davis: It is a video of a warm-up. A 
warm-up, if we can see it, is kind of a univer-
sal warm-up. Anyone familiar with NSCA 
standards? It seems something like it. It is just 
an empty bar, unloaded warm-up working 
through the core hinges of the human body; 
getting a bunch of reps, raising body tem-
perature slightly. We have also added strict 
pull-ups in very low sets or maybe sets of too 
strict and a lot of people say- I have literally 
heard this from someone and it hit me on 
a number of levels and angered me- ‘Girls 
cannot do pull-ups.’ I swear that is something 
that a coach very near to me said. I said, “You 
are wrong. Come watch our weight room. Of 
course, they can frickin do pull-ups.” They do 
and they are doing really well and sometimes 
they need to be spotted by a partner, but it is 
that much better.

Then, the third thing we do is a band auxiliary 
routine with YTA external rotation and a kick 
to fly movement. So, there is always something 
for someone to do. You notice that next slide? 
We start fast, we jump right into the warm-up, 
and we make sure that everyone is moving. 
These are the tenets of the weight room. These 
are the transferable tenets of the weight room 
and the point of this presentation beyond 
strength is that this is going to make us suc-
cessful in the weight room, successful in the 
pool, and in all other areas of life. Start fast, 
that is it. It is a place of business. You walk in 
the door, we get to work. Stay focused. It all 
goes back to the safety standard. Stay focused; 
you cannot lose attention through this 
process. You have got to be a diligent 
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supporter, a diligent lifter, a diligent spotter; 
all of the above and finish strong. We always 
have some kind of finisher involved in our – 
yes, ma’am?

Female Speaker 2: I am sorry to interrupt.

Jim Davis: No, please do.

Female Speaker 2: To start fast, you mean start 
right away?

Jim Davis: Yeah.

Female Speaker 2: Yes.

Jim Davis: Yeah, that is it. Get on it.

Female Speaker 2: Just start going fast.

Jim Davis: You are talking about, like, actual 
bar speed?

Female Speaker 2: Well, I do not know. 

Jim Davis: Right. This is conceptual idea 
more than anything. Yeah. So we hustle to the 
board. We are getting a quick breakdown. If 
people look sluggish, we will do some sort of 
engagement or we will kick the team out of 
the weight room and ask them to return when 
they are ready, for real. We are on it right 
away. I think it is appreciated, too. We are not 
heavy-handed about it.

Female Speaker 3: Excuse me.

Jim Davis: Yes.

Female Speaker 3: So, how old are the kids?

Jim Davis: We work with freshmen through 
senior athletes, but we hold this standard 
through our returning athletes who are off 
playing in college and things like that, as well.

Mac Guy: That was a good question because 
most of the videos and pictures we show are 
varsity groups, but mostly it is sophomores, 
juniors, and seniors with some freshmen 
sprinkled in. We use the same format and the 
same routines and the same lists for our fresh-
men, as well; just at a slightly different pace 
and different load.

Jim Davis: One thing that has been so great 
about this is these frameworks, we try to 
apply to every aspect of our practice and our 
competition. I will play through this video. 
This is us getting behind the block. This is 
just a couple weeks ago and we are just get-
ting started. Our practice routine, when the 
girls come on of deck, it looks the same every 
day. They come out on deck. They grab their 
mesh bag and their instruction is to move 
right away. We have a list of some dynamic 
exercises up on the board. We will do some 
line jumps or jumping jacks just to get them 
moving, some upper body swings, some lower 
body swings, and then we will end with a 
one-minute streamline, or I think one thing 
I am going to do when we get back, is have a 
“rock-paper-scissors” championship just to 

keep things fun. This is kind of an informal 
way to get things going.

But, again, for anybody that has ever run a 
morning workout before in their lives, some-
times the athletes come in and they are feeling 
a little sluggish. Sometimes they sit down, 
sometimes they lay down. As we talked about 
earlier, the art of posture is important not just 
for how we are trying to prepare to move and 
workout, but it affects our mindset. We elimi-
nated any kind of sitting down out on the deck 
and we make a huge deal about it that the 
girls always roll their eyes at. If somebody sits 
down and I see it from across the deck, I will 
run over there, “Are you okay? Are you okay? 
Are you okay?” Then, they are back up on 
their feet. We are trying to emphasize that the 
pool deck is a place where once we come out, 
it is time to go. Where it is time to start and 
then, we want to be at our very best. There are 
couple benefits in this.

The first is that we set a routine in motion 
that we use in the weight room. We use it in 
practice and then, when we start going to 
competitions, we do exactly the same thing. 
We designed these movements all to be move-
ments that can be used without equipment in 
a very small space. When they are get ready to 
get in the warm-up pool, at a meet, or if they 
are behind blocks before a race, this is all stuff 
that they can do there and that routine is then 
familiar. So, when the pressure is up at the end 
of the year, we want to know exactly what our 
race routine is going to look like. By the time 
the pressure is on, the lights are on them, the 
crowd is big, and they are at a state final or a 
national level meets, they know exactly what 
they are going to do. Just try and take some of 
that uncertainty or anxiety out.

The other thing that this does is it empowers 
a level of communication among our athletes 
that is really important. We have taken a lot 
of work with our senior leaders over the last 
several years to help them be vocal with the 
team. So here, they are working in groups 
of two or three. They are holding each other 
accountable and they are also just chatting a 
little bit. I think at 5:45 in the morning, just 
talking with each other, getting their voices 
out on the wind. Coach Keto is the head coach 
of the New Trier Swim Club, who is our big-
gest supporter. She started doing something 
when she came to Winnetka last year where 
every morning they would start with a hun-
dred social kick after a little bit of a loose and 
swim. One part of me is like, “Oh, it is not an 
interval, we are not as efficient as we can be,” 
but the end result is just getting them talking 
and interacting with each other is one way 
that they start to form that connection that 
ultimately is going to lead to a higher level of 
performance.
Jim Davis: Yeah. So, again, I need a show of 
hands here. How many people are familiar 

with the term ‘grit’ as it is been used in popu-
lar research? Angela Duckworth from the 
book that just came out, we could probably 
go to next slide even. How about Malcolm 
Gladwell and the 10,000 Hour Rule? These are 
becoming familiar concepts, but it is about 
50/50. I will explain just a little bit. Malcolm 
Gladwell, essentially, highlighted this notion 
that one could reach expertise only after 
10,000 hours of involvement and went back to 
professional hockey players. He references The 
Beatles and all sorts of high achievers. Angela 
Duckworth takes that a step further. The way 
she examines grit in the social zone learning 
literature is by this definition; ‘passion and 
perseverance toward long-term goals.’ So 
ultimately, what is the light at the end of the 
tunnel that makes someone work for 10,000 
hours and do those with a gritty disposition 
for a greater chance of being successful.

Jim Davis: The grit research is about passion 
and perseverance towards long-term goals. 
What she does is examine people of similar 
opportunity and similar talent level, is there 
a distinction factor in terms of their success? 
I mentioned that because some of you may 
have heard of the negative side to that could 
be misappropriated and piece it on a certain 
societies certain areas, certain parts of the 
world that might have to be great just to get 
to school in the morning. I think kind of 
unfair comparison, you can go around that, 
but that is the idea. Malcolm Gladwell started 
with ‘10,000 hours makes you great.’ Angela 
Duckworth decided that, ‘Yeah, but is there a 
distinction factor? How you get there?’

How do you make one willing to work for 
10,000 hours towards what? Then, a guy 
named Anders Erickson kind of crystallized it 
like, “Yeah, for me and for us and we use it all 
the time.” It is what something they call ‘de-
liberate practice.’ The idea is you can be gritty, 
you can work for 10,000 hours, but if the thing 
you are doing is not going to move you toward 
your goal and if it is not a well-considered 
practice, then you are not going to reach your 
goal. To do 10,000 hours of bench press is not 
going to make you a better swimmer probably, 
and as Malcolm Gladwell would have said, 
et cetera, but that is the idea. So, we essen-
tially force deliberation within our coaches 
and within ourselves. We aim for deliberate 
practice, which is the end of next slide. Just as 
an example, it is just a sample workout review. 
It is called a ‘pod workout.’

It is a basic rotation. It combines a small clus-
ter set with just circuit training because the 
way we do it, which enforces the practice of 
deliberation with our athletes, is what makes 
it special. We start with a core lift. The top one 
is usually our core lift, whatever our big lift 
of the day is. It could be clean to get to some 
sort of Olympic type movement. It could be 
squat or something based somewhere in that 
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range. We move to a translational movement, 
and I will explain more in a moment. We take 
a break for core or for ABS, then we move 
to something a little more swing specific or 
similar. If someone hit that rep range, then we 
give a rest area, which is a spot/need station, 
meaning they are spotting the lift that needs 
to be spotted while simultaneously keeping an 
eye on the clock. This is all timed and leading 
their group.

I will walk you through it. ‘AL’ up here and 
this actually might address the questions we 
have in the audience about earlier. We work 
on something called the ‘appropriate load 
theory.’ It is a lot of programming and it is 
based off of percentages, these percentages are 
obtained as one rep maxes and we are working 
in an environment where we cannot get an ac-
curate one rep max to percentage off of, if that 
makes sense. We cannot put a fully loaded bar 
on a thirteen-year-old freshmen. It does not 
work for us that fast. We go with something 
called ‘appropriate load.’ What that means is 
through the work an athlete becomes familiar 
with his or her potential and picks a load ap-
propriately. Meaning, if the appropriate loads 
are set to five and they can do it for 15 reps, 
it was too light. If they can only get it three, it 
was too heavy.

It is a method of self-discovery, as well. Any-
way, so the back squat, we have an appropriate 
load of five. So the athlete knows by the time 
we get into a complicated lift like this it is all 
good the appropriate load is five, but we never 
hit five and everyone is working in exhaustion.  
, so we go three, wrap the bar, take about 10, 
15 seconds, unwrap three more. So we have 
actually done above the appropriate load in 
terms of volume, but we have had two fresh 
reps then we always stay with the load with 
the appropriate load number, if that makes 
sense. I am happy to discuss that theory and 
ways a little bit more probably after this. I 
want to give you really specific. We translate 
then with depth jump to streamlines. This 
is one thing we do to drop in the streamline 
trying to turn strength to power and then, 
they can be swim specific, then we move on to 
plank variations. You can see the ABS and the 
core through just stationary static movements.

That is recitation, then we go into something 
that we want to be hyper-diligent about, some-
thing that is swim specific. In this case, it is 
push-ups with a towel. It kind of mimics the 
TRX. Who uses TRX in here? It is a similar 
enough idea. There is a towel under one hand 
on smooth surface and you are doing push-
ups with an extension on the down hand. I 
took a picture of it. Anyway, they go from that 
to spotting lead and then back through the 
back squat. Now, the timing is really impor-
tant because we have a countdown. We are 
enforcing very deliberate practice, so we have 
a countdown clock. We started and we are 

going for 60 seconds in this particular pod. 
At 10 seconds, we are at our stations getting 
ready. At three seconds, bars, objects, and 
implements are up and ready and the leader 
is going to say, “Three, two, one, we all move.” 
One, it is highly choreographed and holding 
each other accountable and then we rotate on 
and rotate. We have got example here.

Mac Guy: We do, without volume.

Jim Davis: Without, all right.

Mac Guy: Yeah, so what is so exciting about 
this is we are doing a couple things that are 
making us better as a group. I wish we had 
volume right now. But, because this room 
gets so loud and when we started with this 
framework, it was not the case. I am not jok-
ing with you, we were begging girls just to say 
something to each other. These were some of 
the hardest-working kids I have ever known, 
but they would not cheer for each other. The 
spot leading piece became really difficult. But, 
as we have gone through this a few years now, 
this is now a really exciting place to be. The 
girls cheer for each other really loud, they are 
counting for each other really loud; so, there is 
just constant support going in the room. I will 
just keep that going. In addition to that, we are 
just creating better athletes. We are moving in 
a lot of different ways.

Some of them are familiar, some of them are 
not familiar. That ‘moving fast with purpose’ 
along with the support in the community 
makes it. So, again, when we go to the champi-
onship meet, we can just say, “Girls, we want 
our bench at this State final to feel like the 
weight room. We want that kind of energy, 
that kind of volume, and that kind of inten-
sity in everything that we are doing here.” 
Then, that way, it feels familiar to them. It 
is something that they know that they have 
done before, they have the confidence that it 
is something that they have engaged with. So, 
that brings us to the last piece of community.

Jim Davis: Yeah. I think we can go to the next 
one really.

Mac Guy: Yeah.

Jim Davis: For me, as an athlete, I played 
sports for a long, long time. I am enrolled 
professional level and then there is no ques-
tion that the most important thing that I took 
out of it was the community that have gone 
through it. My teammates, especially in high 
school, my teammates matter as much to me 
or just below my family, I had said. This is the 
thing that really matters to kind of step back 
and think about that for a moment. We are 
talking about this today, just the percentages. 
I am thinking the most incredible swing state, 
we are lucky to work at an incredible place. 
But, the fact there is even in a place like ours, 
it is like 2% of people will go on and pursue 
NCAA swimming in some serious level. The 

point is this is the thing that we really cared 
most about. This is enhancing in countless 
ways. It is not an automatic job.

There is a cliché, sports teach life lessons and 
your teammates are your best friends. I am 
not sure that happens on them. But first of all, 
sports do not teach life lessons. I have never 
met someone that was shooting a basketball 
alone in their driveway and thinking they have 
had higher character because they made free 
throws, you know what I mean? Sports are a 
vehicle for people like you; they are in the au-
dience to learn life lessons. It is a place where 
teachers and coaches can teach life lessons. It 
does not happen automatically. The same goes 
with community. The truth is everyone’s com-
peting for the spot.  But, the community can 
be enhanced in very deliberate ways. Mac and 
I met with an English teacher at New Trier. I 
am very interested in language. One thing we 
do in these circles, I do not know if you are 
following this right now, but we break that and 
teach – and essentially teach people how to 
use the language that supports the community.

We are bringing people together, it is not the 
beginning. We put some words, we convince 
out of the water and put them face-to-face, 
and we have them talk to each other. We are 
talking fun with each other. We have a little 
setup like this before the day starts and we 
have so many expectations in the weight 
room. We talk about technique, we get people 
hyped up a little bit, and we go into the 
workout and then we do this on the back end. 
If you will do that, finish strong. When you 
do that, you will have a burn out in core and 
then we will do this and we will essentially 
say, “What was learned today? Where can we 
improve?” Etcetera, etcetera. Then, we transfer 
this to the pool.

Mac Guy: Yeah. Over the course of my career, 
I have run a lot of different kinds of team 
meetings and for a long time, I was not very 
happy with feeling that they really fulfilled the 
same kind of intensity that we wanted to put 
forth in our workouts. So, what we moved to 
rather than having one meeting at the begin-
ning of the week or doing it every couple of 
weeks or something like that- where a lot of 
times, the girls would just get to chatting and 
we could lose focus really quickly- what we do 
is during our last practice of the day every day, 
we have a very quick team circle. We will go 
through a little bit of cool down at the end of 
the workout. The girls will pop out right away, 
caps off. Before they even put their gear in 
the bags, we want them to come into a circle 
where everybody can see each other.

Sort of like the stuff we did at the beginning. 
At first, this feels cheesy or silly and we are 
all extending, look at each other like, “Hey, 
what’s up?” That can feel awkward for teenage 
girls sometimes. But, the reality is some kids 
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may pop in to lane one and can go through 
an entire workout without talking to the kid 
in lane eight. This is a good opportunity for 
everybody to see each other. What I will do 
is go through a routine where I will start by 
framing where we are in terms of our season. 
A lot of times, this is just about what we are 
successful with today, what do we need to 
work on, and how does that apply to our 
larger team goals? We are constantly reaffirm-
ing our goals as a team throughout the season. 
After that, seniors will have an opportunity to 
weigh and, also, sometimes they want to say 
something motivational. Sometimes it is like, 
“Hey, everybody, we are having pasta at my 
house. Susie’s driving.”

Then, we will end by breaking it down. One 
person gets in the middle and for us, it is, 
‘One, two, three Trebs.’ So, they yell, ‘Trebs on 
three, Trebs three; one, two three, Trebs!’ The 
person that broke us down on that day will 
then be the person that chooses somebody the 
day after, so that what we are asking the kids 
to do is recognize somebody on the team that 
is doing something to help the team achieve 
our goals. When we started this out, we would 
have a little girls who wanted to recognize, 
“Coach Davis, I think Coach Davis should 
break us down today because he is really 
strong and I like the way he talks and he was 
really nice to me at lunch today.” That was, 
like, ‘Great, we are acknowledging that you 
guys are human beings. We have feelings and 
that is perfect. I am glad you are friends.’

What we have been trying to push lately is 
language that is going to be more specifically 
related to the actionable things that we are 
trying to do to achieve a conference champi-
onship or a state championship or whatever. A 
lot of times what I will do is I will just pull that 
person aside like with 15 minutes left in prac-
tice and just give them a little bit of prompting 
to be specific about that. We are trying to get 
them to use language in a way that is going 
to cause them to be self-reflective to remem-
ber our team goals and then, put that in the 
air so that everybody is thinking about our 
team goals on a regular basis. In that way, the 
community, over time, continues to build and 
build and not to mention, just being super 
loud and like literally on top of each other at 
the end of every practice is a nice way to an-
nounce to water polo or to the club team or to 
the little kids that are coming in for age group 
practice, ‘This is what New Trier Swimming 
and Diving is about!’ It is loud, it is intense, it 
is fun, and you should do it.

I think all this creates the standards, the delib-
erate practice, the community; it creates these 
really, really special moments. The girl that 
is on the bar here, she is- if you cannot see it 
too well, I apologize- but, she is about to back 
squat and she has got two 45 pound plates on 
the side. This girl is maybe 5’2” and she has 

definitely never lifted or done a set of five on 
back squats in her life. This was last Tuesday. 
Coaching it, we had another coach work-
ing with us in the weight room at the time. 
He recognized this and he pulled everybody 
together. So, we have got about 22 girls on 
the varsity team; they are all around her right 
now. This would be great for audio, but we 
have got survivor going on in the background. 
It was super loud, the girls are all clapping and 
cheering and she is going to town. I feel like 
we have talked about this already.

What we are trying to do is mimic the kind of 
performance opportunities that we are going 
to have later in the season. When Sophia is 
about to go 50-point, which is her goal for the 
100 free this year at State finals, she knows 
that the teammates who are with her are go-
ing to support her and she knows what that 
feeling feels like to have the pressure on her. I 
think she could definitely do more than this. 
But, she is successful here because her team-
mates are supporting her. She does not want to 
let her teammates down. Again, we are mak-
ing that intense environment very familiar.

Jim Davis: Can you play it one more time?

Mac Guy: I would love to play it one more 
time.

Jim Davis: So, what stressful to me about situ-
ations like this, truthfully, is I could care less 
what her numbers in the weight room are in 
terms of back squat. I could care less. What I 
really like is that this girl who has put on 135 
is not the issue. We are always talking about 
social and psychological barriers to break 
through. The old ‘confidence;’ empowering 
young athletes, putting the plates on for the 
first time is one of those things. So, putting 
plates on for reps and I do wish– if you guys 
want to cheer to mimic the audience, make 
sure it is a fun environment to be a part of. It 
is intense, but it essentially gets people think-
ing. I love this tagline because I do not really 
believe in it, because ‘making the impossible 
possible’? I think, what is really going on is 
that we are working with adolescents and we 
do not have a real grasp on what the ‘impos-
sible’ is. They do not know what their needs 
are, right?

Social barriers: looking at something that 
looks intimidating. A place where the music is 
loud and playing. Those are artificial barri-
ers, right? As Mac mentioned, she could do a 
lot more than that. She is physically capable 
of doing more than that. But, getting to that 
point was a massive success on its own. That 
is the kind of empowerment that we look 
for. The truth is, and I will have this one final 
thing from the last slide is, we are trying to, in 
addition to all the nervous system instruction 
and the preventative stuff that we are trying 
to do in the weight room through strength 
training, we were trying to equip people and 

empower people with some sort of differential 
once we are on the blocks at the end of the 
year. We want her to be able to say that, ‘No 
matter what, I have done something. I have 
done things. I have been through more than 
the people on the block.’ There is a sense of 
empowerment and a sort-of confidence that is 
very good for them all to develop.

Mac Guy: We started with this story about 
one state championship and I want to end 
with another. This is a picture from last year. 
This is 2016 and we are in the water. We have 
got a trophy and although we finished fifth in 
the traditional scoring, this was the first year 
that Illinois offered a combined state cham-
pionship for athletes – able-bodied athletes 
and athletes with disabilities. I get to use my 
laser thing. This girl here in front, her name is 
Ceela. She was a freshman last year and she is 
visually impaired. This meet was the highlight 
of her life. Ceela is not somebody that has a 
tremendous amount of swimming experience. 
I do not know that she had been too many 
regional meets in her life, much less State 
finals. Nonetheless, I think she broke two state 
records. She was dropping time, like tens of 
seconds, off each of her events.

Every time she got up in the blocks, our girls 
on the bench were up on their feet going wild, 
cheering, “Ceela, Ceela, Ceela.” It gives me 
chills still thinking about it. But, what was so 
cool about it was that the interaction between 
our team and the people on the blocks was 
the character; the interaction between her and 
the team was characteristic of every single 
person in our group. This was a group that 
was really excited to be at the meet. They were 
relaxed. They had each other’s backs and they 
were there just to swim fast and have fun. As a 
result, our performance went through the roof 
at this meet. So, even though we finished fifth, 
which was short of our goal, I mean, we came 
to that meet wanting to finish third. We talked 
about it all season, we went for it, and we did 
not achieve it; but, as a group, we still left feel-
ing really proud.

It was because we left knowing that we had 
achieved something that at the beginning 
of the season we had not been capable of, as 
athletes and as people, and it had really be-
cause of our emphasis on standards, deliberate 
practice, and a really supportive community. 
I think with that, we will open a little bit for 
questions. Let me start, first, by saying it we 
have got our emails, our Twitter handles, and 
our Instagrams up here. We try to be really 
public about putting out all the stuff we do 
as a team. Please, at any time, email us if you 
want to drop by the program and check out 
a practice; we would love to have you. Shoot 
with the questions. Yes?

Female Speaker 4: I have a few different 
questions.
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Mac Guy: Let’s go for it.

Female Speaker 5: Watching the video, you 
had such a bond. Your dryland command, is 
it only developed over decades long with the 
athletes?

Mac Guy: No, no. I think we started working 
with your strength and conditioning program 
four years ago?

Jim Davis:  Mm-hmm.

Mac Guy: I think that is about right.

Female Speaker 5: I will think past it.

Mac Guy: Keep going, rapid-fire.

Female Speaker 5: For those of us who have 
co-ed programs, do you think the same type 
of safety management style in the weight 
room works and then, also, I do not think it 
is unique to me that there is a bit of a barrier 
with load-bearing weight, how long did that 
take for you two to buy into? And then finally, 
is your dryland program continuing through 
your high school season or is that new season 
prep into high school?

Mac Guy: I will go backwards.

Female Speaker 5: Okay.

Mac Guy: Yes, it is. It is a pre-season program 
in a couple ways. We will have some kids that 
come in in the offseason and go through this 
routine. We continue through the season, as 
well, though. Then, we will adapt at differ-
ent phases this season. For instance, we have 
a midseason taper and it is just a 15-week 
season. We will have a little bit of a taper 
mid-season and then, we will rest and really 
shift the load-bearing stuff to more of a power 
approach for the end of the season. Regarding 
the load bearing-weight in the co-ed situation 
though, I think Jim had presented the research 
on why the kinds of movements we were do-
ing were going to be beneficial for our kids. 
Not just for keeping them healthy, but making 
them perform better and making them more 
neurochemically awesome.

That was not a hard sell for me, but there 
was definitely a barrier. I mean, take a bunch 
of high school girls that have never lifted a 
weight before in their life or who have had 
some weight lifting experience and they are 
going into the same room with the football 
team and the boys lacrosse team like that – 
that is definitely intimidating. What has been 
really cool about it, over the years, is with the 
way we have broken it down is we have just 
been relentless about not making it a big deal. 
It is “Hey, if you guys want to be the best ath-
letes in the state, here’s what we have got to do. 
If you want to get your Junior Nationals cuts, 
this is what Ryan Lochte is doing. This is what 
Katie Ledecky is doing. Part of building the 
reputation and the credibility of the program 

is about taking the best stuff that we see and 
stealing it.

It has been cool over the last few years because 
although the boys’ lacrosse team, boys’ football 
team, they may be a little bit stronger than our 
girls are, our girls are very goal-oriented and 
very focused when they are working out. So, 
there are times when we are in the room at the 
same time and our girls are very on-task and, 
no offense to anybody that happens to coach 
football in the room, but the sophomore boys 
are not always the same way. So, our girls were 
like, “Pull it together. Like, we have got work 
to do.” That is been a gradual transformation, 
but it is one where it has been really cool now 
that we have gotten there that that is no longer 
a thing. Our juniors and seniors who are in the 
program are helping to sustain that mental-
ity. Not to mention, when we get somebody 
doing something exciting and we have got two 
teams from different sports in the same room; 
boys, girls, whatever. Having everybody come 
in and cheering for one person is intense and 
really exciting.

Jim Davis: Yeah. I think that is right. I think 
normalizing it is a process, of course, but I do 
not think it is a big deal. Maybe my take on 
it, as far as why it is not that big of a deal, is 
recently the girls have gotten so good that we 
will highlight that, right? We will breakdown 
the guys’ football team, like, ‘What the heck? 
That is a serious team over there. Check them 
out. They are a State championship-caliber 
team. What are you up to there?” So, we just 
minimize whatever that might be. Yes, sir.

Male Speaker 1: Yes. I have two questions. Do 
you ever go to exhaustion with the lifts?

Jim Davis: Oh, I do not know about that. I do 
not know about that. It depends on the com-
plexity on the reps.

Male Speaker 1: To find a new place?

Jim Davis: Exactly right. We could get into 
all sorts of that to make sure you find it on 
purpose.

Male Speaker 1: I got it. Exactly. You men-
tioned something that is a pioneer with the 
80%…

Jim Davis: 85%.

Male Speaker 1: Okay.

Kathleen: It was TED Talk. She has a TED 
Talk.

Mac Guy: Oh.

Jim Davis: She has a TED Talk; that is what 
put her on the map. Amy Cuddy.

Male Speaker 1: How do you spell the last 
name?
Jim Davis: C-U-D-D-Y. I think she is got 
plenty of journal articles out there. I think she 

got the popular stuff, too. NYT, Washington 
Post sites and stuff, maybe some stuff online.

Male Speaker 1: Yeah, the school body paper 
at Harvard, too, I think?

Jim Davis: She is a researcher at Harvard 
demonstrating the link between power poses. 
How physical positions can influence someone 
in production and all sorts of things like that 
and we need to have that for behavior changes. 
She studies that and published on that. Some-
times published journal articles are not super 
accessible, and that is why I was saying maybe 
Huffington Post, there is a translation of the 
results.

Jim Davis: If you Google her, you can find her.

Mac Guy: Yeah. I would actually really recom-
mend the TED Talk. We have shared it with 
our athletes before and that is part of how we 
built some credibility in this program early on 
was from her stuff. We had a couple girls that 
just had all kinds of fun with it, like nearly ev-
ery time they got up on the blocks, they were 
going like this and it became funny, but also 
just great. It was like a nice way of increasing 
the intensity atmosphere.

Jim Davis: Is that good? Okay, perfect. Yes, sir.

Male Speaker 2: You talk a little bit about your 
intention and how you treat the entire team 
and things like that; it is special.

Mac Guy: Sure.

Jim Davis: Yeah.

Mac Guy: Yeah.

Jim Davis: Like we said, we have exchanged. 
We exchange volume for intensity and see if 
they progress towards the end of the season 
when we start laying off everything at exhaus-
tion, if that makes sense. I will be happy to 
get into, like, more in the adaptation cycles. 
Then, we go up and down for various reasons 
and then back up, say if there is a meet. The 
increasing complexity and intensity as the 
season progresses, we pull off the volume. 
Literally, in truth, I am telling you if you work 
with strength coaches or you are working with 
an outside source at the same time the other 
thing you can do is if you say, ‘We are doing 
this in the pool, you have got to back off,’ and 
they will back off.

Yeah. We mentioned community. I think a 
community coaching staff is really being able 
to attend to those athletes based on their 
workload in the pool is key.  

Male Speaker 3: Do you have any sample 
workouts?

Jim Davis: Sample workouts?

Mac Guy: Oh.

Jim Davis: I do not know if we got new pub-
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lished workouts. That is a great question. 

Mac Guy: I think probably you could find it 
by emailing.

Jim Davis: Yeah.

Mac Guy: If you want some swimming work-
outs…

Jim Davis: I mean, we have some, for sure.

Male Speaker 3: That is good.

Mac Guy: Yeah.

Jim Davis: Do you mind for me picking and 
choosing?

Mac Guy:  Please, by all means.

Jim Davis: Yes, sir?

Male Speaker 4: We are working on develop-
ing this culture and then, the characterizations 
especially of our athletes. I am really curious 
to know what you are observing during the 
meet or outside of practice, especially because 
some kids usually take some time.

Female Speaker 6: Yes.

Male Speaker 4: – and I really feel like you 
really connected with these people.

Female Speaker 6: Nice.

Male Speaker 4: You know, developing, ‘this 
is what we are outside of practice, outside of 
school.’

Mac Guy: Hmm.

Jim Davis: 100%. 

Mac Guy: You go on that one.

Jim Davis: All right, anecdotally, I think it 
is obviously enhancing in certain ways. It is 
working and I have noticed is that our kids 
no longer tolerate negative conversations and 
negative language outside the field. We do 
it so much. I catch myself by the way. I say 
‘friggin’ on the weekend at a bar. Shoot, I do 
not want to swear anymore. We do not tolerate 
censored language and sarcasm, like I have 
seen that many, many times. We put commu-
nity, not just establishing the community, but 
the community beyond us. We talk about that 
all the time. 

Male Speaker 4: What about devices?

Jim Davis: I am sorry?

Male Speaker 4: How about using devices to 
communicate?

Jim Davis: Right. Using devices to communi-
cate – oh, is that the actual question?

Male Speaker 4: Well, part of the question.

Jim Davis: I will tell you something we do and 
I will tell you about that. We take our intense 
approach. We use the platform: swimming, 

innovating, to have conversations that go 
outside the weight room. We have a ‘kindness 
breakdown,’ literally. We will take anything 
from our workout, all right? We are starting 
fast, get your butts on the board, let’s go, let’s 
go, let’s go. Now, I need a show of hands, we 
need to think about one thing that you did 
for someone else since the last time you saw 
someone else do something nice, right. You 
want them giving you stories back and we 
are very conscious of that at forefront of their 
minds. As far as devices go –

Mac Guy: I got an example.

Jim Davis: Oh, I will just say this. I have my 
big thing…

Mac Guy: Keep going.

Jim Davis: We have to pay attention to what 
people are paying attention to and that is the 
thing. We can try to develop healthy relation-
ships through devices, but it is happening. 

Mac Guy: Yeah. Let me give you an example 
that actually fits with the two pictures I 
showed here. In 2012, and if you have ever 
seen, this is a RSA animated video by a guy 
named Sir Ken – no, no, I think it is Dan-
iel Pink. He is the author of Drive and he 
talks about how negative cultures or overly 
pressure-filled cultures tend to create bad 
products or bad people or bad behavior. In 
2012, there was so much pressure on this team 
and without that kind of culture behind it, we 
had a number of instances where people were 
behaving badly. I was not even three weeks 
into my first season as head coach, we are at 
one of our team function and we had six or so 
girls who were getting hammered at a senior 
event and they got busted for that. That whole 
season turned out to be really toxic, partly 
because of that, but partly because of the con-
flicting relationships.

Now, that is going to happen with high school 
kids; that is not like an anomaly. I think when 
we try to address it as a program, talking 
about how can we make this better for the 
health of our team, how can we mend fences, 
or building back the trust and relationships, 
the girls that had gotten in trouble really re-
sisted that a big way. Parents got involved and 
that dragged on for the season as well. Now, 
after the 2016 season, right after– I mean, 
literally the night we won the Combined State 
Championship for able-bodied and disabled 
athletes, there was a few swimmers from 
another team that were mocking that the girls 
were proud. They were posting some stuff 
on social media and there were some other 
swimmers that were, to use the kids’ language, 
they were ‘throwing some shade.’ They reacted 
really inappropriately.
Our kids went way over the top to reassert 
their right to celebrate this and they used 
some really bad language and I got sent some 

screenshots of it. The end result was that 
Coach Keto and I had this conversation with 
the kids and their parents and we brought 
them in. Because of the framework we had 
established here and the language that we have 
used over and over and over again about the 
importance of community and the role that 
they play within that, once we brought them 
in, they already knew what had to happen. Just 
by addressing it, and it was not a big deal, it 
actually- in a way- going through that made us 
stronger as a result. I do not know if that ad-
dresses your social media concerns, specifical-
ly, but that is definitely something that I have 
seen outside of the pool, where our behavior 
overall is better.

Male Speaker 5: Right.

Male Speaker 5: Have you been able to trans-
fer the technique of reciprocal teaching to mix 
in the pool?

Mac Guy: Yeah. Okay. This is another thing 
that we are working hard at. I do not feel like 
we have been a 100% at it. The question is: 
how we have been able to translate the recip-
rocal teaching to the pool? It is something 
that we have done in little instances here and 
there. It is perfect when, especially end of the 
season, where we are during test sets, if we 
ever want to have somebody race and another 
person is counting strokes or even just getting 
splits, things like that. We are helping people 
record times, creating that kind of interaction 
or we have done it before counting underwater 
fly kicks, things like that. I think it is kind of 
directly translatable. I think it is a good idea. 
We have not done it on a regular enough basis, 
I think. Yeah?

Male Speaker 6: Yeah. I heard you mention 
diving?

Mac Guy: Oh, okay. So, yes. Last year, we had 
a state champion diver last year; it was hilari-
ous because she was the most athletic girl in 
the room by a long shot. She is crazy talented. 
She is a junior now, but she is going to be do-
ing her own thing this year. It was what I was 
just told by my diving coach. So maybe not, 
maybe yes.

Male Speaker 6:  How has that impacted the…

Mac Guy: Oh, I mean, that is exactly what 
I wanted her to do it in the first place. The 
divers were over there, the swimmers are over 
here, and I am constantly looking for oppor-
tunities to get them involved with the rest of 
the team. Especially because she was such a 
tremendous athlete, it was really cool to do 
it. We also had another diver that was on the 
varsity soccer team, who is more familiar with 
the strength and conditioning routine. She was 
a really good leader in there, as well. But, we 
adapted things here and there. It was a perfect 
opportunity, though, to get those girls together 
with one another. Yeah?
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Female Speaker 7: I am just curious. Is this 
strength and conditioning team the same that 
we have, where we have in the school with all 
the different sports and maybe they work on 
some sport specific exercises?

Jim Davis: Yeah. We actually are about to 
claim the state’s largest strength and condi-
tioning department. We are lucky to have 
great facilities and great strength coaches. The 
problem here is on our staff of one but yes, I 
think it is a beginning for everything. The ac-
knowledgement that everyone needs to make 
is that a body is evolving; the adolescent body 
has certainly needs and they are about the 
same. One was just learning how to move it, 
and then you go into increasing stability and 
preventative work. Then, only thereafter with 
the base, the pyramid has been built to slowly 
increase into sport specific movements. That is 
just the truth and it is not super fun always at 
the base level. Most of our freshmen program-
ming was very, very similar to lacrosse and 
what have you.

Then, we got ourselves, we go to a specific 
field, and we got the highest scores. We had 
the Bulls’ strength coach come in and talk to 
our basketball team. Someone said, “Well, let’s 
work on big league stuff. Derrick Rose is on 
our team,” with that specific stuff that he loves 
to do. And he looked at me and he is like, 
“You are playing basketball.” Yeah, he is build-
ing his body. He is stabilizing the organism in 
supporting joints, and doing all this cool stuff. 

Then, he translated it by doing his sport. Like 
you said, there are some predictive stuff. We 
know that he has this type of move in moving 
the base with hands and then leg structure. 
Ultimately for a long, long time, physiologi-
cally, a body is a body. But, yeah, it is the base 
of most of our workouts for the summer. Just 
stressing good posture, good core, and stuff 
like that.

Male Speaker 7: What, if anything, you would 
say you are doing in the weight room or after 
practices and it is the exact focus that they are 
taught about nutrition or mental exercises and 
things like that?

Mac Guy: Oh. That is the title of our next talk. 
We will see you at ASCA 2018. We have actu-
ally started developing routines around not 
just nutrition, but also sleep. We will spend a 
Saturday, where we would typically do a pod 
workout and we will warm up, get the girls 
moving a little bit, but then we will actually 
talk to them about nutrition. Why do not you 
talk more specifically about that?

Jim Davis: Yeah, so we going back to the list 
that we talked about earlier. We have data file 
and we set the evaluation with experts. One of 
them, absolutely, is nutrition. Sleep is a huge 
part of it. We, first of all, are not registered 
dieticians, so we cannot prescribe diets. The 
truth is, lesson 101 setting, I thought we were 
holding this. We referred to it as dinner table 
conversation. More like the nuggets that we 
can repeat over and over. I think we absorb in 

taking the routines on their tables. We have 
some basics. One of them, we have ‘basic 
athlete’s practices,’ blah, blah, blah. We talk 
about fueling and covering a lot of workouts, 
just conception. Fuel on the way in, recover on 
way out. 

But, having students understand- quality, then 
quantity- in that order and, like, I understand 
that that could be manipulated in whatever 
way, you make it a high-level individual. For 
our adolescent population, quality is number 
one. We have had it about timing and quantity 
all day, but it is if it is important, right? So he 
is talking about quality. He is talking about 
timing. And you noticed, we have individual 
interactions with students. The most is the 
massive gaps of malnutrition, right? You can 
talk about excess of 20 grams protein and 
ratios, et cetera, et cetera in a matter of X, Y, Z. 
There was 15 hours of it. We talk about what 
a healthy breakfast looks like and then we talk 
about quantity and quality of certain things, 
of muscle gain or whatever it might be. I think 
with that said, I think with our populations, 
identifying the absolute nutrition markers, 
we are going to think that they can improve 
quickly on their own. We will go right from 
there. But, I will say this, we talk about it every 
day.

Mac Guy: Awesome. Well, if you guys have 
any other questions, feel free to come on up 
or shoot us an email. Thank you all for being 
here today.
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Introduction:  Okay, good afternoon. I get 
the pleasure of introducing Coach Bill this 
afternoon to start our track off.  Coach Aden 
has built a great reputation of a stroke techni-
cian and a great teacher of young swimmers. 
He coaches in Montclair, California; Northern 
California. He is going to talk to us today 
about communicating with age groupers 
and that is his skill. He is really good at it, so 
please listen. Thanks, Bill.

Bill Aden:  Welcome, everybody and thanks 
for coming.  I am not sure who is and who is 
not in the room, but I certainly want to begin 
by thanking John Leonard for the invitation 
to speak at the clinic this year. It really feels 
like quite the opportunity. I want to thank 
Guy Edson, Steve Haufler, and Don Heidary 
for any kind words of recommendation they 
have spoken on my behalf that won me this 
opportunity; it feels like a great one. I want 
to say, too, I think we must be missing some 
coaches this week who had intended to be 
here, but were kept back at home by the effects 
of the storm in Texas. There may be others 
who did make it here, but whose thoughts are 
on trouble at home. If I may, I want to express 
on all of our behalf, our deep concern for our 
fellow coaches and their swimmers and their 
families. I am here to talk with you about 
communicating with age groupers. It may 
not seem that way for the first five minutes, 
though, because what I want to say first is that 
I was reading a book not long ago and it was 
not about swimming or coaching. It was about 
musicians, but something in it made me think 
of my own work as a coach.

These were early jazz musicians and one in 
particular, Duke Ellington, the composer and 
band leader.  Maybe at the mention of this 
you might start to get an inkling of where 
I am going.  Anyway, it tells how new ideas 
might come to him at all moments of the day, 
ideas for beautiful music, and often when he 
was not at his instruments.  He might be out 
to lunch. He would reach for whatever was at 
hand, a paper napkin and begin writing on it 
notes or an entire symphony. He would write 
fast because he did not want to lose the idea.  
Into rehearsal he would go with this precious 
refuse, a half used napkin that held something 
valuable, the only record of his inspiration 
for the band to learn.  Well, by the next day, 
when they met to rehearse again, nobody even 
knew where that paper was and no one cared.  
The custody of what it held had been passed 
to the knowledge and capability of the band, 
they would carry forward now the idea, and 
in a better form. Not notes on a page, but the 
sound itself shaking the air; better because in 
that form it is more amendable to development.

I sometimes feel when I come into practice 
with my swimmers, I will make a pretense of 
modesty. I often feel that I have something 
of real value to offer them, this single, most 
powerful influence for good on their swim-
ming, good guiding ideas, a way to think of 
what they are doing and when they are doing 
it. A thought they can take with them as they 
go and some of the best ones even arise dur-
ing practice, spontaneously when my mind 
is loose and the swimmers are active before 
my eyes.  The insights come when you are 
on the scene watching, but we coaches are 
a band leaders, of a sort, and whatever we 
might know ourselves or compose will remain 
unfulfilled in our work until the band itself is 
performing it well.  I want to be able to lose 
my notes, I want to clear my head again and 
again, and know that all the value once held 
there survives, even games now are more 
readily improved in the form of their perfor-
mance.  Enough of the airy metaphor, here 
are some concrete examples for you; ideas to 
guide what our swimmers are doing. A way 
to think of it that will instruct many details of 
how they are doing it and I am going to step 
happily away from the podium for a while.

We are going to do freestyle. Freestyle 
thoughts: we will use a box. You wrap your 
arm over it and hold it, it is a fine detail of 
something. Something hatched this idea and 
the image that captures is wonderful and that 
you can instruct very precisely just in terms of 
the image; it is really marvelous.  You can tell 
them, ‘get your hand down low on the front 
side of the box,’ you can tell them, ‘all the rest 
of your arm has to accommodate the box, you 
cannot go through.’ When we get into the box 
in a moment and those instructions, you see 
wonderful things happen and you can give me 
feedback in terms of that original image, and I 
find they understand it much better.

Backstroke. I would like you to have my 
insights after presenting the slide here. Going 
to imagine a visual. Let’s just imagine we have 
two balls alongside you floating at the surface.  
That stroke is going to be captured in succes-
sion, the first one and then the second one, 
get it?  Let’s take a path under the first ball 
and then over the second, and again once they 
have that image and the idea of it. The feed-
back that you can then get, can be so precise.  
I find myself saying to a swimmer, ‘you are 
slipping directly above the second ball. Keep 
your fingers farther from your body because 
you are slipping here.’ You can even illustrate 
for them with them closer to the side of the 
pool. Have them do this closer to the edge 
directly under you.

Bill Aden:  Yes, so take the paddle under the 
first ball over the second ball and, in fact, 
the paddle stayed right there. You moved 
past it.  One more idea on backstroke; this 
is really good for backstroke posture. I am 
sure you are all familiar with this kind of blue 
painters tape, so if I can just find the end of 
it.  Steve, help me find the end of this. Thank 
you, thank you very much. While he does 
that, breaststroke; imagine you are swimming 
over a conveyer belt like the moving mats at 
the airport that get you from here to there 
faster.  You come back down onto the belt 
from every breath, match speed with it; that 
is why you kick, that is when you kick.  I find 
that, therein, struck the idea of it- that there 
is a moving conveyer belt underneath you 
and you are coming back down onto the belt 
from every breath. That is the reason why you 
kick. That instructs the timing of the kick very 
exactly and it is such a simple notion, but it 
gets the timing in a very advanced way. Very 
precise.

I am going to have to return to backstroke for 
a moment, thank you, Steve. I do this with one 
of the boys right on the body, one of the boys 
with a good six pack. I put a piece of tape here 
and I put a piece of tape here on him so that 
the upper inch or inch-and-a-half is on the 
lower rib bones and the lower portion is below 
the ribs and the instruction is, “Do not break 
the tape, do not reach back,” and it worked.  
Perfect, yeah, just roll in. Take a tight side 
down and that image of the tape really helps 
them. ‘Do not break the tape,’ and everybody 
giggles when I put the tape on the body of one 
of the boys, so that is fun, too.

Let’s see, butterfly. You are swimming under a 
low ceiling, so much lower than this. Imagine 
down close to the top of the water that your 
head actually touches it when you breathe; 
make a long skid mark in a short time when 
you breathe.  Your head on the ceiling, skids, 
make a long skid mark in a short time while 
breathing. Flip turns: ‘magic stick.’  I found 
this in the park around the corner. Everybody 
is going to want to get up on their feet to see 
this, please do not be shy.  When you go down 
into a flip, there is a stick on the back of your 
legs. It is right there.  When you have it in 
your hands, it can pass through your lips and 
that is the flip trick completing itself. Again, 
the feedback that you can give is so precise 
when they have got the idea of this stick on 
the back of their legs and just the idea itself 
that they saw that it is on the back and they 
understand that their aim is to take it through 
the legs. That instructs the motion of the 
hands down the legs to the turn and you did 
not need to explain it in a lot of words. They 
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just got the image and they know what they 
aim to do with it.

When you have it in your hands, it can pass 
through your legs and it is on the back just 
below the knees.  ‘Magic stick’ and I am go-
ing to get this hooked back up, so those are 
a few, just a sample.  A picture for the mind 
is always good, so that they can simply refer 
to the picture as they go.  It is not a test for 
the memory of an articulate verbal instruc-
tion. It does not need to be. They fail at that 
test so often anyway, and maybe it is not an 
important one, but I always want to send them 
off the wall provided with a helpful thought.  
Something goes with them, up here. A way to 
conceive of what they are going to do, so that 
what happens is not just by chance or out of 
habit and in a state of unawareness.  Guided 
by an idea and often, one that raises a picture 
in their mind, they do deliberate things.  This 
is our intervention in their swimming, we 
bring the ideas; it can be like bringing fire to a 
primitive people when you are working with 
young swimmers.  It has to be accurate, first of 
all. You do not want to make them do wrong 
things and then, how can you get it across to 
them?  Clearly, vividly, forcefully; can there be 
a striking image for them in the presentation 
of the idea? Then, give feedback that refers to 
it.  You will know it is a good one if the talk 
that goes between you becomes very exact and 
concise, but you have got to make it match up 
with what they are doing.

You have not really sold it until there is talk 
going between you that makes what they 
are doing congruent with the idea you have 
proposed; their experience with your conceit.  
It is all toward building a coherent body of 
shared ideas that account for what the swim-
mers are doing and so there is an apparatus 
for efficient communication between you.  I 
want to use few words that get a big yield of 
mutual understanding.  Then there is nothing 
so useful to you, or as portable, as the shared 
ideas.  They are the first tool out of my belt at 
a meet warm up and I continue using them all 
day long, getting swimmers focused before a 
race, and giving them feedback after it. Now 
where do the ideas come from and when do 
they come?  Watching at meets. This is our 
periodic opportunity to watch our swimmers 
alongside others that we do not watch every 
day and that is so valuable. And then, maybe 
most of all during practice, the insights come 
when you are on the scene watching.  Good 
teachers foresee, they know from experience 
what are the best approaches to things, which 
parts of a progression students are apt to have 
the most difficulty with, what details need to 
be explained more carefully, and they use their 
experience to make a better plan.  Great teach-
ers also see while class is underway, they have 
active available minds while teaching.
They look, first of all, to the present moment 

for direction and where to go next. They allow 
themselves to be led by the latest develop-
ments.  Picasso said, “Inspiration exists, but 
it has to find us working.”  Do the advanced 
thinking, the planning. It is a valuable exer-
cise, it gives you a way of getting started and 
tells you pretty reliably where you want to 
arrive.  As for all that is in between, well, that 
is a little bit like writing down everything you 
are going to do with a steering wheel before 
you start on a drive.  What you really need to 
do is keep your eyes open on the drive as you 
go. Do this and you will steer just right.  How-
ever, it was good to know your destination and 
think in advance about how to get there. If you 
are anything like me, you are probably at your 
best while saying unprepared words, when 
you are speaking out a thought as it goes, an 
immediate response to something happening 
that you care about and with a train load of 
will and you to make it better.

The whole situation of active coaching is just 
fraught with immediacy; the presence of the 
student and of opportunity, even the con-
straint of limited time. It all works to force 
good things from you and no fussy think-
ing and planning went before.  It is like, ‘10 
seconds from now I am going to be saying 
something to you, swimmer,’ and instead of 
spending the intervening time planning what 
to say, preparing it, I spend it paying attention 
to you doing something and it turns out that 
was better preparation. What comes out of my 
mouth then is more exact, more concise, and 
more forcefully expressed. But, to get those 
good things to come from you, you have to 
remain in the unfinished moment, there with 
the swimmer and not be always wanting to 
get out ahead of it to where you can just idly 
wait with a planned response.  We teach better 
when they move us, when the prompt for our 
participation comes from what they are doing; 
it is like a conversation between your remarks 
and their performance.  The next thing I will 
say should be an answer to the last thing they 
did.

As in conversation, we should really pay atten-
tion to each other, doing our respective parts.  
Now the mention of conversation brings me 
naturally to a special note I want to make 
about giving individual feedback.  Anytime 
you give feedback to a swimmer, feedback that 
asks for a change and then he pushes off to do 
the thing again hopefully better, you’d better 
be watching because what if he really pays 
attention to what he is doing, your words in 
his mind and makes the improvement; then 
he turns around to look at you, why?  For your 
approval of course, to find you weren’t even 
looking, it is a conversation between you. He 
showed he gets that when he turned around 
and looked back at you after performing the 
improvement; it troubles me when they do 
not.  They should know I will be watching 

and not like some kind of exam proctor but 
because I am interested, I started the conver-
sation, that should imply interest in the issue 
of it how it turns out.  It is great by the way 
whenever you can have some one-on-one time 
with a swimmer.  The quality of attention you 
get from her when she knows she has all of 
yours is usually so much better.

Create the opportunities; monitor the warm 
up, stop individuals to redo something after 
feedback, include some backstroke and shake 
the flags.  That is a very quick efficient way 
to stop a swimmer in order to give feedback 
or even if they are doing some continuous 
freestyle, have them do open turns now flip 
turns just for the opportunity to step in and 
intervene promptly.  Use the time before 
practice starts when they are arriving singly 
or in small numbers,  I will put a swimmer up 
on the table top or on a bench, put a paddle 
under the swimmers hand and bend an arm 
correctly and talk with them about what the 
pressure would feel like, something to do with 
the way that we are going to start in the water 
that day, but in advance when I do not have a 
crowd coming at me all at once, use that time.

Come up with ways to organize practice, an 
extended warm up maybe of activity stations 
that passes each swimmer under your eyes 
doing something one at a time, or sends 
through a circuit of things down in differ-
ent places in the pool.  Stand at one of those 
places for a while and give lots of feedback 
and then go stand on another.  Whether it is 
one or many, look in their faces when you talk 
to them, you will take a better measure of the 
speed that understanding is going out.  Do 
not talk faster than they are following you, 
they will keep up with you better when you 
are paying attention to them.  You will know 
when to slow down, where to pause, which 
words to give emphasis to and what to repeat, 
you will get that exactly right if you let your-
self be guided by the faces of your audience 
as you go.  There is probably even something 
narcissistic to it because reflected there in 
their faces, that is you, that is the impression 
you are making, be vivid, there shouldn’t be 
nothing there and I really think this is more a 
matter of just connecting with them and not 
the use of special ploys.

Teaching is first of all a social activity, it starts 
with paying attention to another person and 
everything most effective that good teachers 
do while in the act of it issues from that atten-
tion.  They animate me, the swimmers, when 
I am with them I find I use my face, my voice, 
my gestures to augment what I am saying, to 
lift it, make it more impressive.  I can be like 
the ancient mariner and hold them with my 
eyes.  Variety comes into my delivery like a 
spice so it isn’t blend.  I am varying speed, I 
sometimes pause which means think about 
that last thing I said, it is the point.  I change 
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volume,  I will whisper an important part like 
I am letting them in on a secret, it draws them 
in closer,  I will show an honest flash or feeling 
like to express a coach’s exasperation at some-
thing; this usually gets a laugh.  I occasionally 
repeat a phrase, give emphasis to a word that 
will bear it because that is the strong one in 
that thought.  Now having said it is enough 
that you nearly look in their little faces to 
bestow a charm on your teaching, I will 
mention a few tactics I use because I know 
from experience they are effective.  I some-
times interrupt myself, that is attention get-
ting.  There should be moments when things 
do not proceed as expected, otherwise you are 
like Charlie Brown’s teacher, drumming on.

They detect flow in what’s happening at the 
soonest possible moment and give their atten-
tion a rest.  Our attention does like it is down 
time, periodically surprise them.  A perfect 
sameness and predictability will lull them 
to sleep.  Make a pretense of spontaneity, of 
thinking out loud, talk and act like something 
you are about to do for them to illustrate a 
point as a first time experiment, it just came 
to you and you yourself do not know for 
sure how it is going to turn out, whether it 
will work.  This makes you very compelling 
to watch, you are like the crazy scientist in 
the lab who might just blow himself up one 
of these days.  Once they are in and practice 
is underway, we say things to them that are 
meant to guide and give focus to what they are 
about to do and then we say ready, go.  If you 
can interpose a brief stillness between the fin-
ish of your words and the start of their action 
like parentheses with nothing in them, it is 
very effective.  Hold that moment vacant and 
extra beat three or four seconds before you say 
ready, go.  That is the time for them to think, 
to consolidate in their mind what you just 
said, to organize mentally what they are about 
to do.  It is a non-physical act at an appointed 
time like prayer.  Build the temple, make the 
space for them to do it in and you will prompt 
them to the act.

No matter how good a teacher you are, you 
do not keep hold of 100% of them all of the 
time.  Fetch them back in periodically, those 
who have drifted with an apparent fresh start.  
Something that is like what you could be 
saying at the start of a practice.  It is not really 
going back to the beginning if it dovetails with 
what you have been doing but it feels like a 
beginning to those who may really need that 
every once in a while, the boys especially.  
Beginnings are very inviting, they offer easy 
access to all, no one yet feels that others are 
ahead of them; it is the easiest time to count 
yourself in.  Periodically recreate the feeling 
of a starting point.  In the end, though, I think 
all pretenses are second. Isn’t it great how 
overwhelming the great moments of an 
audience captured are ephemeral and any 

method of getting them elusive?  Steve Haufler 
whom you will hear from this Saturday calls 
them ‘Lombardi moments’ after the great 
charismatic football coach.  Every once in a 
while he will phone me to say he just had one.

They seem to come exactly at those times 
when you are not following any method or 
plan, not consciously anyway; planning and 
pedagogical methods seem like wet blankets 
thrown on the necessary spark that ignites 
these moments.  Maybe that spark needs 
the authentic air of spontaneity maybe that 
is the spark.  Now from most of what I said 
earlier, you might take the impression that 
all stroke work and instruction on our team 
is descriptive, there is some of that certainly 
but often what I prefer to do because it gets 
better results and its more stimulating for the 
swimmers is give them a goal that will induce 
them to do what I want to describe instead of 
describing it, here is an example and I am go-
ing to step down again.  Flip turns, I will have 
my swimmers push from the wall and do a 
flip turn heading out from it and the instruc-
tion is pull, pull, pull down and flip but here 
is the challenge, here is the goal, how far out 
there can you put the flip?  But there is a time 
limit, you have to be going down within three 
seconds or if you do not want to pick an arbi-
trary number you have to go down before you 
slow down.  Once everyone has had a couple 
of turns and they are into the contest, all I see 
are hands travelling underwater none rising 
before they go down.

They want distance per time, it is the goal that 
gets that, the idea of it. So that is a wonderful 
exercise for flip turns and an illustration of 
this idea of inducing them to do something 
that you might otherwise describe in a lot 
of words just by offering them a contest or a 
challenge.  They are finding the ways to go 
forward at a better speed right before they go 
down.  Butterfly, as I mentioned earlier, under 
a low ceiling, your head touches the ceiling 
when you breathe, make a long skid mark in a 
short time.  It is all tantamount to asking them 
to go forward at a better velocity particularly 
at times when they tend to lose it, but in the 
form of a contest something fun either with 
others or with themselves.  It is a challenge 
that presses them to increase the numerator 
and decrease the denominator.  I sometimes 
think all progress in swimming happens 
when we hold two ideas, two goals in mind 
at the same time and the goals contend with 
each other, they argue and the only way that 
resolves the tension, the only thing that gives 
the swimmer the feeling of accomplishing 
both goals at the same time is higher forward 
velocity.  Butterfly again for example; swim in 
the shallowest water possible and still make 
it under your logs.  Do you guys know what I 
mean when I say under your logs, the phase of 
butterfly when there could have been some-

thing floating on the water on your way and 
you went on it -- if you instruct swimmers, 
you know what I mean.

If you instruct swimmers to stay in the shal-
lowest water possible and still make it under 
their logs, that is every kind of incentive to 
forward velocity and is a simple clear idea that 
you can get across in few words and I think in 
a very vivid way.  I think we must give them 
things to try for, frame things for them in such 
a way that they can keep striving no matter 
how good they get.  For instance, dolphin, do 
not count first because counting while you do 
it is not conducive to better dolphin and also 
once they meet your condition, the number, 
what’s left for them to go after, one more?  The 
limit we want to keep pushing back is not 
number or even distance remember the 15 
meter rule, its distance over time.  Its velocity, 
that is something you can keep going after no 
matter how fast you get, I say to a backstroker 
about to do a start or come out of a turn, how 
far out there can you come up swimming, but 
you have got to be up in under five seconds.

Fix one variable and strive for better at the 
other.  What we have our young swimmers do, 
we should be presenting to them in the form 
of games and I do not mean Marco Polo but 
just in the sense we all mean when we speak 
of the object of the game.  Whenever pos-
sible there should be one of those, an object, 
as much as possible the practice experience 
should share in common with games this 
essential feature.  I have said a lot, about a lot 
of things and I want to give you the opportu-
nity to ask any questions   that go back very 
specifically to something I said or questions in 
a more general way, so let me begin doing that 
now yes.

Female Speaker: You have been teaching for a 
long time.

Bill Aden:  I have.

Female Speaker:  Have you ever changed your 
techniques in teaching as the generations are 
changing?

Bill Aden:  Do you mean according to what is 
state of the art in stroke technique?

Female Speaker:  Kind of. Also, like the 
structure of practices or nontraditional or 
something like that, but does it change your 
teaching methods?

Bill Aden:  I see. I am going to take the oppor-
tunity to refer to something Steve said again 
because it is relevant to your question.  Steve 
has joked in the past, this is a fellow coach of 
mine from the Bay Area, that sometimes he 
imagines filming himself giving the instruc-
tion that he intends to give pool side and you 
know popping in the DVD on a television 
screen wheeled up on a rack up to the edge 
of the pool and just standing there leaning 
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with his elbow on the rack and letting the kids 
look at the screen watching the image of him 
speaking what he would otherwise be speak-
ing to them. Is that sort of along the lines of 
what you mean?

Female Speaker:  Yeah.

Bill Aden:  Yeah, I want to say no. It has not 
changed much because I feel like that is a bit 
of a dodge of responsibility to be blaming 
difficulties on things other than myself, such 
as technology that they are dealing with. I 
want to take all the responsibility; I ought to 
engage them and as I have said, just make it 
vivid. Make it tangible and make it pictorial 
and most of all, connect with them. I think if 
you do that, regardless of what they are doing 
in other parts of their day, you can still capture 
today’s kids. Mostly, I have good success doing 
that. Yeah, sure. Please, yes?

Male Speaker: What’s one of the major com-
munication issues that you see in your age of 
athletes and one way you help alleviate that or 
find a solution to it?

Bill Aden:  Communication between me and 
them?

Male Speaker:  Yeah.

Bill Aden:  I have to pick just one?

Male Speaker:  However many you want, go 
for it.

Bill Aden:  Right. Communication issues, well 
that puts me in mind of different age groups. I 
mean when you are working with, it’s obvious 
in 18-and-unders. It is something so simple 
and basic as having their head above water so 
that they are hearing you when you are trying 
to make contact with them. With somewhat 
older kids, it is probably more social activity 
going on between them and I think that is 
very habitual thing with particular kids and 
maybe just a private conversation with select 
individuals might go furthest rather than sort 
of subjecting the whole group to a speech that 
feels like a reproach when they do not all need 
it. So, I do notice who are the particular ones 
I might talk to and go a long way towards 
improving the whole environment just by 
whispering something in their ear about what 
is happening in the pool environment. This 
is not so original or creative, but with the 
young swimmers often and without planning, 
just spontaneously, when I see that it would 
help, I will ask them to lift their goggles up to 
their forehead. Not because they need to see 
anything better, but just as an incentive not 
to drop underwater in the next five seconds 
because I am saying something to you right 
now and they will not do that if their eyes are 
not covered. They are not even conscious of 
the reason why they are not doing it, but they 
are not doing it. I mean, those sorts of things, 
I think come to anyone who is present there 

with students and you just do it very spon-
taneously. I do not know whether that was a 
really satisfactory answer…

Male Speaker:  Close, so generationally 
speaking, like there are the --

Bill Aden:  Yeah

Male Speaker:  You know, the people after 
the Millennials. What have you noticed is the 
communication issue with that all coming 
generation and any solutions to that?

Bill Aden:  The current generation of young 
swimmers?

Male Speaker:  Yeah.

Bill Aden: I think it is probably true and it is 
a generalization, but it is probably true that 
with more of them today than in years gone 
past, their eyes sort of slide off you in fewer 
seconds unless you are really doing something 
captivating. That is what it is. That is how I 
would describe it. It is like seeing something 
slippery just drop off a surface. That is their 
eyes and that is their attention, do you know 
what I mean?

Male Speaker:  Yes.

Bill Aden:  So, it is just that again. That gets 
back to the point I made earlier; I want to take 
responsibility for that and not side step it. Find 
ways to capture and hold them and that just 
gets back to the fundamentals of good teach-
ing. I do not think it is anything unique to the 
current moment or technology that the kids 
are too exposed to.

Male Speaker:  That was a good answer; that 
was the one.

Bill Aden:  Okay, good.

Male Speaker:  Thank you.

Bill Aden:  Yeah. Please, others, yes.

Male Speaker:  I only got a couple of French 
kids, mostly, and Polish kids in my group back 
home. Can you give me some ideas of how I 
should –?

Bill Aden:  Oh wow. Bone up on your school 
French and your Polish.  Well, gosh, I re-
member back 30 years ago, giving swimming 
lessons to a couple of children at a pool where 
I worked at the time who did not speak a word 
of English. I said earlier that I use my face and 
my voice and my gestures to sort of lift what I 
am saying and make it more impressive. I am 
imagining myself into your situation and that 
is what I imagine myself doing. Illustrating 
and illustrating just little manageable bits of 
things, something so that the demonstration 
might last just three or four seconds rather 
than a long stretch of time. Letting each new 
thing they do in a teaching progression be a 
smaller portion of what you are ultimately 
after, so that you can get it across to them by 

way of an illustration that did not take very 
long. They can just look briefly and do and 
then, look at you again.

I do find it’s good anytime you can arrange 
things with the American kids, too. The 
English kids, too, so that the opportunity for 
you to give them feedback is prompt and then 
their next turn at it is just as prompt.  Five or 
ten seconds after you spoke to them, they are 
doing that thing again. It is just a brief candle 
we light in their head when we say things to 
them, and anything that intervenes, even just 
too much time, cough and it’s out. I would say 
illustrate things, be gestural, but make them 
small portions of things and just establish the 
habit in the kids to look back to you again. Are 
you in the water with them? Are you giving a 
private lesson or is this in a group situation?

Male Speaker: It is a group situation.

Bill Aden:  It is.

Male Speaker:  My first year when I was go-
ing to be in the water, but now, I am not sure 
whether it will be in the water or on the deck.

Bill Aden:  Right.  I think you are going to 
need to really establish that and then the 
habit of checking back with you visually and 
frequently. I talk with my swimmers about 
the importance of that.  Sometimes at a meet, 
where I am going to be more distant from 
them in warm up, when I have given them the 
instruction for warm up and sent them down 
to the edge of the pool, part of the instruc-
tion is ‘when you get to the lane that you are 
going to get in to warm up, turn back and give 
me a wave.’ I am waving back to them and, 
even at the moment before they are getting 
in the water, they are looking at me and I am 
looking back at them and that is part of what 
they understood they we are supposed to do 
so that we keep a thread between us as near to 
constantly as possible.  Others? Yes?

Female Speaker: When you are talking about 
these images and it is like some improvisation-
al approach you have is you are thinking with 
and ideas coming and explaining them…

Bill Aden:  Yes.

Female Speaker: Any advice that you have 
as far as communicating these ideas with 
an assistant and having them explain them 
similarly?

Bill Aden:  Did you say with my assistants?

Female Speaker:  Yes, with your assistant like 

Bill Aden:  I have none.

Female Speaker:  Oh, okay. See, I really enjoy 
this kind of communication and these impro-
visational points about different things.

Bill Aden:  Yes.
Female Speaker:  I struggle, sometimes, 
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because I need to have a group and my 
assistant is a college coach. She is not best 
friends with children, so I want to be able to 
help her help me more and I know you want 
to stress communication and connecting.

Bill Aden:  Well, earlier I was talking about ar-
ranging a practice or a portion of the practice 
in such a way that it gives you an opportunity 
to have, you or your assistant, to have a little 
bit of one-on-one contact with the swimmer. 
To really take in what an individual is doing, 
uninterrupted by what half a dozen other 
individuals around them are doing for maybe 
10 or 20 or 30 seconds. That other coach could 
be standing at another location in the pool 
watching them perform another skill or doing 
something else that might draw feedback. It 
just improves two fold: the student-teacher ra-
tio and maybe the best way to take advantage 
of that is for you and that coach to separate 
and for the kids to be passing under the eyes 
directly of a coach more frequently and have 
a little more of that intimate one-on-one 
interaction with a coach twice as frequently 
as would otherwise happen if the coach is 
always standing right next to you. That is one 
thought. 

Bill Aden:  Okay all right, I have a few more 
thoughts because I thought this might run 
short. What got me going on this train of 
thought, first of all, were 10 and Under boys, 
in particular. As I followed that train of 
thought, it got me to some further points that 
I realized applied more widely and I do not 
know about you, but what I see with the 10 
and Under boys is that practically everything 
they do is automatic; hasty before thought.  
Some of the girls, too, come to think of it and 
often their first move is mistaken. It happens 
so fast, it can be simultaneous with their push 
off the wall and mistakes tend to propagate.  
One at the start leads to others down the lap; 
it is like tripping at the top of the stairs, there 
is going to be a series of hard landings.  It may 
be, I know it often is, that they went when 
they saw others go who they were supposed 
to go with. There is the haste, ‘Oops! I was 
supposed to go and now I am behind.’  It is 
an instant in time and what is more, they 
didn’t pick it.  ‘Ready, go’ is like that, too and 
even send offs by the clock, if their grasp of 
numbers and of time is tenuous.  I think for 
many young swimmers, their attention cannot 
be mobilized like that at a moment’s notice.  
Their attention is dispersed and they need a 
bit of time to assemble it.

Now, you cannot run a practice with every-
body starting everything just whenever he or 
she feels ready, but maybe with individuals 
that you see making lots of mistakes, early 
ones, you could sometimes say, ‘Stay at the 
wall and plan what you are going to do.’ ‘When 
you know what you mean to do, go ahead 
and start.’ Start the way that you planned to, 

and as for the mistakes down the lap, if they 
persist, those automatic things that are not 
serving them well, I think we have to provide 
a thinking way through their difficulty, some 
guided action. One small part isolated that 
they can learn and rehearse and that will oc-
cupy them at a conscious level exactly where 
they were previously stuck with a flaw. It is 
like you have insinuated the correction into 
their swimming, snuck it in; give them their 
attention to sort of glide past right over the 
obstacle that had prevented them from doing 
it right.  It did not take force or nagging.  They 
would probably say that it happened to them, 
the correction. Here is an example of that with 
freestyle breathing for those swimmers who 
fall over their arm or for all swimmers just 
learning to scale. I am going to come down 
again and use another one of my charts. This 
is a drill we do and a way of teaching freestyle 
breathing initially to novice 8-and-Unders and 
I like it a lot.  It begins with the sponge; the 
swimmers have a sponge like this. I get this at 
a foam mattress store, from the remnants bin, 
and I just cut them up into little cubes.

The swimmers take the sponge and put it 
against here, strap it in one arm and kick, eyes 
down, sponge up. They get really good at that 
position. I give them a chance to rehearse that 
position and just become very sharp looking. 
Sponge out of the water, eyes directly down. 
One arm leading, freestyle kick and then when 
we are ready to, we put the drill in motion. 
There is one more position they already know 
by this time and that is, this position with the 
wonderful name ‘eleven.’  Two arms like a big 
11, thank you for that, also, Steve. The drill 
that they do is release, breathe, 11. I like this 
drill because it takes something that is difficult 
for them, the breathing, and it surrounds it 
with positions and movements that are cor-
rect. They have the opportunity to rehearse 
in advance and that is bound to have a good 
influence on what is in the middle, the breath 
itself. They are coming to the breath from out 
of a position that is really right and then they 
take the breath knowing where they need to 
arrive next.

Male Speaker:  I do have a question. Can you 
go over how you describe the freestyle breath 
progression to them?

Bill Aden:  Eyes down, sponge up, freestyle 
kick.  So they are moving, the sponge is out 
of the water already and after about maybe 
five seconds of kick, they release the sponge, 
release, breathe, 11.  Often I will tell them try 
for a high, fast back after the breath and that is 
a good incentive to take the breath in the way 
that we are looking for.

Male Speaker:  So, Bill, they do that just once 
and then stop?

Bill Aden:  That is right, so the sponge is left 
behind them. It is a drill that they can do 

back and forth in a small space in the pool 
rather than heading through the entire lap. It 
illustrates some more general principles. For 
example, practice the target and then take the 
shot that is meant to hit it.  In this case of this 
trail, the target would be position 11. It is what 
they arrive in and then once they are expert at 
that, then make the motion that is intended to 
arrive at that.  I find that I am often teaching 
things that happen in a sequence of steps, such 
as this drill or such as the breaststroke pull 
downs. Things that involve a series of steps, 
I find that I am also proceeding backwards 
from the last step back through the first so 
that in each step of the learning progression, 
they are doing first the thing that they just 
learnt followed by something that they have 
already gotten. Teaching the breaststroke pull 
down, on our team, we refer to that as the 
‘three zooms.’ I know that may sound like sort 
of a juvenile way to think of it, but again, I 
find this really useful subsequently for giving 
precise feedback to swimmers.

‘Zoom, zoom, zoom,’ a swimmer just learning 
that would first do this slope and one kick. 
Once they are doing that really well, they 
would then float here and would recover the 
hands and then kick; this is what I was refer-
ring to earlier.  Each step of the progression, 
when they perform the skill as they know it 
now, the first thing they are doing is what they 
just learnt followed by what they have already 
got. Then, the last thing they would do is start 
from a streamline and pull to here and recover 
and kick. That is a drill that illustrates that 
idea, just proceeding backwards through a 
series of steps. I find that that helps with not 
only 10 and Under boys, but swimmers gener-
ally. Other questions, relating to back drill or 
otherwise? Yes.

Male Speaker:  What do you use to write 
down like the visual or verbal cues and in-
structions? Do you prepare that beforehand?

Bill Aden:  It is not a strategy I have in 
advance.  I think I am reading the response 
I am getting in the moment and proceeding 
accordingly. Certainly with the very young-
est kids and really with all of them, often I do 
not know exactly where I want to go with the 
thing until I have gotten it underway. There is 
a progression to it, but I am improvising it as I 
go and so each thing does lead naturally to the 
next, but I could not have told you in advance 
whether the next thing I would do would be 
more visually oriented or just a verbal instruc-
tion. That is not a thing that I plan in advance, 
but in the moment I think, ‘You know what’s 
going to be the most effective way to proceed 
in every moment? That stands striking again.’

Female Speaker: When you are communi-
cating with, in fact, maybe the younger, but 
more advanced swimmers, is your feedback 
really direct in your time and exactly what 
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you think? Or do you kind of probe them to 
formulate a plot on their own?

Bill Aden:  I would probably try to put it in 
the context of the way we are talking about 
that skill or that stroke in that moment or at 
least that day so that it coheres. I mean, there 
is a continual thread of thought about that 
stroke through the hour and so the way that I 
do it one day might be different from the way 
that I do it the next. Or, certainly the way that 
I did it last March might be different from the 
way I did it last week, depending on where 
our train of thought is on a particular stroke 
or particular skill currently, does that help?  
Okay, yes.

Female Speaker:  Just to add on that a little 
bit…

Bill Aden:  Yes, please.

Female Speaker:  That for me, I think, it is 
like we always start out in the beginning of 
the year giving more explanation, giving more 
visual elements, and even the explanations 
and all that stuff. As the season goes on, they 
start to think about it probably a little more 
and then that is when I will try and get them 
to come to the conclusion of the stuff they are 
actually learning from all their daily work.

Bill Aden:  I love the beginning of the season. 
This gap gets more to the second talk that I am 
going to give tomorrow, but I love the begin-
ning of the season. It is the opportunity to let 
everyone be a beginner again, just one that is 
ready to progress fast.  But, you can do first 
things over again and in the sort of manner 
that they would have learned it originally, and 
maybe catch something. Catch something 
fundamental that was the source of a problem 
they were having in the full stroke and you 
needed to go back to the most elementary 
movements to catch it. Yeah, I agree complete-
ly. Then, once the season is underway, the way 
we are attacking stroke improvement is some-
thing different from that ‘more in response’ to 
what they did in the last meet and a particular 
element of it that you noticed the flaw yeah.

Female Speaker:  I just do not know if you 
have had ADHD cases?

Bill Aden:  I have; I do.

Female Speaker:  Of course, so when you plan 
those sessions, according to the child’s needs 
like ADHD, how do you..?

Bill Aden:  No, I do not make a separate plan 
or separate this. Everyone is used to, I think 
the school term, everyone is ‘mainstreamed’ 
in the group. I think I am aware of who those 
kids are. I have learned from experience, from 
the challenge and the difficulty they present, 
and I am sure that in moments when I am 
interacting with them individually there are 
probably things I am doing a little differ-

ently to accommodate that or to address that 
need. It can be as simple as standing closer to 
them, or being sure that I am closer to them 
when the interactions starts; just establishing 
a tighter hold of attention before there is any 
content delivery.

Female Speaker:  How do you approach them, 
firmly?

Bill Aden:  More according to the individual 
personality. You come to know your kids, 
someone that earlier asked a question that 
referred to my assistants.  Our entire team has 
53 swimmers on it. It is a small group and I 
do get to know them well. I think it is more 
addressed to the individual, then strategically, 
and according to our category of need. 

Female Speaker:  Can you give us an example 
of how you would go back during a main set 
and instruct someone who didn’t pick up on 
the cues or instruction before the main set 
began?

Bill Aden:  If a practice had begun, let’s say 
with work on freestyle breathing, and the 
opportunity to practice that very simple fun-
damental drill and then, later in the practice 
we were in the midst of a more substantial set 
that included the opportunity to practice a 
lot of freestyle breathing; and this individual 
was swimming like he was not there that day 
for the first half of practice, I might take the 
swimmer aside, if there was the space avail-
able. I would take that opportunity to have a 
little one-on-one time with that individual and 
do that drill again. Or I might talk with them 
about that skill in some alternative way that 
we have talked about that same skill. They do 
the different ways of describing and teaching 
different stroke techniques and the skills. They 
dovetail, they do not conflict with each other. 
So, if one is not landing for an individual, 
opt to go with the different one and go with 
something else that is consistent with it, but 
that offers the information with another image 
or with another idea.

It can be, for that individual, a separate way 
of thinking about that skill when whatever 
we did that day, for example, just did not take 
hold for whatever reason. There are multiple 
ways we think about and talk about freestyle 
breathing. They match up with each other, but 
they are all available for me as a teacher, but 
them as the student, too.

Female Speaker:  And how can you develop 
the idea of more confident swimmers in 
regards to their skills?

Bill Aden:  Do you have in mind skills, 
rudimentary things, not ‘I cannot do this 
1000 yard set,’ but ‘I can keep my head in the 
water?’

Female Speaker: Mostly the skills, I would say.
Bill Aden:  Yes.

Female Speaker:  I press hard on those, but 
don’t always seem to connect.

Bill Aden: If they are at the stage where they 
are still presenting that obstacle, just at the 
prospect of learning something new or trying 
something new, they would still be in the 
probably the most novice group of the team. 
The way in which we are doing things would 
deliberately be -- it would not test that too 
far. It would not ask them anything that is 
likely to feel threatening or too challenging. 
I judge when they are ready to be advanced 
largely according to that sort of thing, rather 
than strictly according to performance level or 
time. I think the place where they are in and 
the sort of skill work and the sort of practice 
that they have in that place is very much 
according to that readiness to try new things 
and try things that do challenge them. I can-
not easily think of times in our practices when 
swimmers are presented with things to do that 
is liable to get that sort of response. They are 
not in the correct place on the team if that is, 
so, anybody else?  Yes.

Female Speaker:   I have often heard about 
this idea that the information should be tai-
lored to the group and age.  Based on a child’s 
age you should not been worried about a few 
seconds to implant knowledge, so I can kind 
of pick up from that from that like when you 
were describing visual cues or I can also define 
your idea of starting new and how that can be 
helpful, and trying to speak with them rather 
than talk to them…could you elaborate a bit 
on how to speak with certain groups?

Bill Aden: I almost certain I do not agree with 
the first thing you said. I know you were not 
saying what you necessarily think is true, but 
yeah you were saying that it is according to the 
swimmer’s age. That is certainly not true, be-
cause in any given group, some of the younger 
ones in the group can be, and often are, the 
most mature and the most advanced learners. 
That is why they are the way they are. That is 
why this eight year old is in a group together 
with predominantly 9 and 10 year olds, or 
this 10 year old is with a group with predomi-
nantly 11 and 12 because they are advanced in 
that way. I would not attach it to age, and then 
beyond that you were asking -- 

Female Speaker:  When do you find yourself 
spending more time listening, rather than 
maybe talking or do you find that you’re not 
even like --?

Bill Aden:  More when we are acting individu-
ally, less when we are doing when it is group 
instruction. There is some of that certainly 
when there is group instruction, but some of 
the kids are pretty voluble. Once they start 
talking, they are happy to continue for a while. 
That is not conducive to a good progress 
when it is group instruction, but certainly if 
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I am giving individual feedback, I more than welcome that. It helps 
me to say something more helpful to them next, if I understand better 
the way that they are experiencing something. I can only do that by 
listening to them.  More when it is one-on-one; less when it is group 
instruction.

Female Speaker:  Thank you.

Bill Aden:  Yeah, yeah. Anybody else?  Well, I really appreciate you all 
coming out.  As I said; be sure to see Steve Haufler on Saturday. He 
gives wonderful presentations.  Thank you.
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